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INTRODUCTION
The Problem
To determine progress in pupil learning, educators
(2) view the following aspects of the teacher-learning
process: ” (1) factors resident in the pupil; (2)
factors resident in the teacher; --- (3) factors resident
in the curriculum; --- (4) factors resident in the
materials of instruction; (5) factors resident in the
socio-physical environment for learning,”
So, too, in the realm of reading, spelling and
language, from elementary grade through college, the
violent and prevailing complaints against their quality
indicate the need for study, and research, and application
of some method whereby the quality may be improved, This,
the author attempts in the following experiment.
By '’Construe tion and Evaluation of a Phonic Program”
can improvement in reading, spelling and language be made
through an effort to (1) select and organize a curriculum;
(2) provide definite materials of instruction and thereby
(3) suggest a method of teaching which will provide for
pupil learning? An evaluation of data should suggest the
value or futility of such a procedure.
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Previous Study and Research
"To sound or not to sound" writes Pennell and Cusack
(24), They continue: "It is undoubtedly true that children
can and do learn to read rapidly and well without the aid
of phonics." However, with the "lean years" during which
the teaching of phonics was heresy, and our resultant
"crop" of poor spellers and poor readers, one might well
question the advisability of the omission*
In his studies Durrell (8) found "Of one hundred
children with severe reading difficulties who attended the
Boston University Educational Clinic in 1930, ninety showed
the result of over-intensive work in phonics. Six
years later these same school systems had changed to newer
reading methods in which word comparison was utilized in
phonics. Then, of the pupils from those schools who were
sent to the Boston University Educational Clinic, ninety per
cent were so weak in word analysis that they were unable to
discriminate words of similar form, they guessed at words
in aimless fashion, or they were unable to make any attempt
at word analysis."
The introduction of phonics is far from new. Betts
says (3): "Noah Webster included the study of phonetic
element in his famous blue-black speller American Spelling
Book published in 1790. Around 1840 phonetic and word
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methodsfor teaching beginners were substituted for the ABC
method and emphasized with the appearance of the McGuffey
readers. The Beacon and other readers, published about
1912 and based on extreme phonetic methods, continued to
dominate classroom procedures until recently,”
Perhaps Robbins in 1896 (25) is an example of that
’’extreme phonetic method” yet he set forth many aspects
which are today incorporated in the most successful efforts
to produce sane word analysis. His twenty-four chapters
have a three-fold purpose:
”1, To train the ear and the vocal organs in the
niceties of speech,
(a) To pronounce vowel sounds correctly
(b) To enunciate consonats distinctly and
(c) To use pleasant tones of voice
2. -- As a preparation for the study of spelling,
3. As a preparation for reading.”
He penned a caution, too, that many might well use:
’’Under no circumstances should any teacher, except one of
great experience, undertake to teach Reading and Phonetics
in the same lesson,” This was echoed fonfcy-four years
later by Durrell (8) when he wrote: ’’Since the reading
period is devoted primarily to helping the child derive
pleasure and meaning from the reading materials, and since
word-analysis exercises are designed primarily to call
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attention to word structures rather than to word meanings,
it is important that there be a separate period of this
work. Word analysis may in fact be closely allied to spell-
ing, and many teachers find that exercises in word analysis
may be given more profitably in connection with spelling
lessons than with reading."
Abney and Miniace (1) write? "Phonetics is the science
of speech sounds and the art of representing and using them.
Phonics is the application of phonetics to the teaching of
reading. Phonetics — should be mastered by every teacher
of reading." Mencken says (21) "It is impossible to repre-
sent many of these shades (sounds) in print." Sweet in try-
ing to do it found himself, in the end, with an alphabet
of 125 letters. Prince L. L. Bonaparte more than doubled
this number and A. J. Ellis brought it to 390. During the
late eighties of the last century the unwieldy Ellis alpha-
bet was taken in hand by P. E. Passy, a French phonetician,
and reduced to a workable compass. In its new form, it was
adopted by the "Association Internationale Phonetique" —
-
and today, under the name of the International Phonetic
Alphabet, or I P A (35) it is in general use. It suffices
for recording most of the sounds commonly encountered in
Western European languages, but every time it is put to some
new use defects in it are discovered, and when it was
adopted by the "Practical Phonetics Group of the Modem
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1Language Association” in 1927 a new character had to be
added
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This alphabet now consists of
Consonants 25
Vowels 19
Dip thongs
__4
48
McKee (20 adheres to a 44 sound procedure, while
McLean (1) says: ”A mastery of 39 sounds and a thorough
drill in the proper use of them will develop beautiful
spoken English.” Yet Basic Vocabulary Studies vary from a
minimum of 150 words determined by Stone (29); 220 by
Dolch (7); 754 by Durrell (8); 1811 by Gates (12) and even
larger numbers by Thorndike (32); Wheeler-Eowell (36),
Faucett-Makr (11) and others.
How much saner, simpler, more logical to attempt to
establish 48 facts than to struggle through the maze of
words and phrases with which most "systems” are cluttered.
After a vocabulary of 58 pre-primer words, one system (23)
tests seven skills: (1) Understanding sentences, (2) Making
inferences, (3) Auditory perception of rhyme, (4) compre-
hending thought units, (5) auditory perception of initial
consonants, (6) Recognizing word forms, (7) Making judge-
ments.
To those who adhere to the necessity of presenting
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reading as a ” thought-getting process” it might behoove
them to recall the lowly parallel, ”a chain is as strong
as its weakest link.”
One could scarcely expect to get thought from a
printed page before a substantial measure of skill in the
mechanics of reading has been acquired*
Daily experiences, yes; the Henry Barnard School
method (17) for instance, as does Stanger and Donahue (28)
utilizes ”familiar concepts cloaked in familiar expression”
(20), but only in readiness for, and in conjunction with
his daily procedure of learning letters, making words, and
composing sentences*
In most systems, their pictures, construction, book-
lets, are a delight, but their correlated activities are
predominatingly physical, rather than mental effort. In
the hustle to entertain our children, to devise means of
motivation and insuring a desire to learn, educators seem
to have frequently lost sight of a simple truth expressed
by Hegge-Kirk (18): ’’Success in reading is possibly
one of the most vital motivating factors*” Or as simply
’’nothing succeeds like success”.
Teachers go to untold lengths to provide elements of
artistic interest yet if equal effort were made to firmly
establish forty-eight lonely elements, the need for
remedial procedure, and clinical work even with college
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level groups at some of our largest Universities could be
automatically eliminated.
Call it spelling if one prefers to adhere to an es-
tablished reading "system”, but teach it arduously, faith-
fully, conscientiously, for fifteen minutes daily and the
satisfaction derived in pupil-progress and true values far
surpasses in actual beauty, permanency, present and future
welfare of children, the physical activity which dominates
so many efforts.
For every Rembrandt, Reynolds, Rubens, &reisler,
Chopin or Caruso, there are hundreds of thousands of well-
meaning Joe-Janes whose minds must be prepared for fifty
years of prosaic fireside reading, friendly letter writing,
occasional attendance at a stage play or opera. We are
faced with mass education, so why not educate the mass ra-
ther than a genius-endowed, rarefied few who can draw or
paint or sing beautifully? Provide classes worthy of their
talent, yes, as is done so commendably in a Watertown,
Massachusetts school. It behooves us to make a greater,
more thorough effort to be fair with all ranges of mentality
rather than shaping a program and developmental procedure
for the favorably endowed few.
Kirk ( 18 ) explains too, the failure of many "systems”,
it is an explanation far too well-known, too thoroughly
experienced by most class-room teachers: lack of sufficient
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drill* Says Kirk: "The drill materials are too brief, and
the exercises introduce too many problems at one time."
Prom this finding, he takes the child carefully, reasonably,
orderly through four excellent chapters (56 drills) in an
effort to establish in a child the ability to analyse words
and to work independently. Kirk constantly bears in mind
the laws of learning: (1) law of exercise, (2) law of
effect, (3) law of readiness. (34). In his manual (18) he
includes a pointed reminder: "When a child has failed in
reading for many years, any system that shows him that he
can learn is rapidly accepted. Success in reading is
possibly one of the most vital motivating factors. "
Most reading systems at present have a more or less
definite program of phonics, but ifc is generally incidental,
presented in a reading lesson, and never has even a semblance
of the fifty-five repetitions that Gates setsforth as
essential.
Pennell and Cusack (24) state very simply that "The
results of scientific experiments show that the use of
phonetics should be only one of the means used in the iden-
tification of unfamiliar words. The most significant clues
that should be used are the following:
(1) noting general configuration
(2) context clues
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(3) syllabication
(4) phonetic analysis”
Ihose who oppose the over-use of phonetics find such
harmful effects as
(1) Word consciousness
(2) word calling
(3) narrow eye span
(4) slow comprehension
(5) unnatural articulation.
To all of these accusations and "findings” is a
living, acting, long-established contradiction in the suc-
cess of the Henry Barnard School, Providence, Rhode Island
(17) which proceeds with a system which completely omits
word drills, phrase drills, friezes, booklets, pictures,
games, and a 11 the other cluttering paraphernalia so gener-
ally associated with the teaching of reading. To all criti
and criticisms they can answer, ”lt works, and has for a
quarter of a century, and the children love it, they are
happy, even though deprived of the questionable joy of
hammering their own thumb and making dents in their
neighbor’s toel”
Other criticism of a phonic approach point to such
things is (1) that only 84$ of our language is phonetic and
(2) individual differences in pronounci ati on.
Stone (29) in his studies feels that a vocabulary of
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two thousand words should be acquired in Grades 1, 2, 3
and sets forth the following in effect:
Pre-primer and primer 250 words
First Reader 360 words
Second Reader 835 words
Third Reader 555 words
2000 words
Gates’ experiments (13) showed that the materials
should provide roughly the following appearance per word
for pupils of different intelligence quotients*
Range of I. Q. Number of Repititions
(Chronological ages between to be provided in reading
6.1 and 7.5 years at begin- course, aside from all inci-
ning of term) dental reading.
120 - 121 20
110 - 119 30
90 - 109 35
80 - 89 40
70 - 79 45
60 - 69 55
Simplified in terms of grade arithmetic. Stone’s
vocabulary of 2000 words would require 110,000 efforts upon
the parts of teacher and pupils to acquire a working reading
vocabulary (language and spelling still ignored), while with
such an extreme usage as the I. p. A. 48 sounds, even the
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slowest pupil teachable would require 2,640 efforts. A
workable, usable, sane system of phonics seems so much wiser
and saving of the time of all those involved in the effort.
How very, very much easier to establish 48 sounds l This
doesn’t necessarily require stilted, artificial, part-by-
part procedure. In this experiment a consonant, vowel??, or
phonogram is seen only in its natural word setting, as an
integral part of a necessary whole. It will be noted
there is no b-an or ba-n procedure throughout. Reference
is always made to ”b” words, ’’an” words, etc., depending
upon whether the emphasis at that period in the experiment
is on initial consonants or endings, but the word is
always spoken as a whole. Then, too, this is developed
simultaneously with and in comparison to words already
known.
Durrell (8) has written: ”The two most common weak-
nesses found among children who fail to learn to read are
poor auditory and poor visual perception of word elements.”
To overcome such a state, authorities have for many years
sought, and disagreed, as to a proper solution. To empha-
size this fact, Betts (3) tells us:
’’Gray and Liek (15) advise, ’First, the recognition
of word elements and their sounds is only a subordinate
clue to the recognition of a word, and second, the ultimate
aim is not to acquire proficiency in the recognition of
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isolated elements, but to enable the reader to grasp the
meaning of a selection quickly and accurately. Therefore,
isolated drills on word elements are inadvisable, except in
very unusual cases,’
Gates (14) expresses his opinion as follows: ’Inves-
tigation has shown, first, that a conventional course in
phonetics is rarely, if ever, indispensable to learning to
read. The fact that children do learn to read without any
phonetic training and that children who are deaf-mutes
learn to read/ without any experience whatsoever with word-
sounds is evidence of this fact. On the other hand, it
must be said that phonetic training is often helpful. Some
of the pupils who are given no phonetic training reveal
weaknesses in working out recognition and pronunciation of
words and an extreme dependence upon context clues, which
a familiarity with word-form and word-sound clues would
remedy. It is possible that many children who have not
acquired in the primary grades some degree of what we may
call phonetic skills would have benefited by this training.
White and Hanthorn (37) suggest: ’Children differ in
their need for phonetic training. Some children learn to
read with little or no phonetic training. Some children
will profit from this training and will need much of it in
order to make them independent. Phonic training should
always be taught according to the needs of each child.
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Early phonic words should be very simple and familiar,
and only the phonetic elements actually needed by the chil-
dren should be taught. It is impossible for children to
remember all the phonetic elements. An attempt to teach
all the phonetic combinations may confuse a child more than
it will aid him. Accurate pronunciation and enunciation
should be a part of phonetic training. Diacritical marks
should not be used. They make the word more difficult for
the child. Phonic exercises are an aid to reading, but
should not be confused with the reading lesson. They
should be conducted at a separate period set aside for
this purpose. 1
Currier and DugMd (6) made an extended investigation
of the value of phonic training. Prom their study it may
be implied that although some children profit by phonic
training, such daily drills are not essential in the prim-
ary grades. This is also another good argument for group-
ing within the classroom.”
To it all. Witty profers a fitting conclusion: ”The
teaching of phonics is so involved in contradictory claims
(resulting from incomplete and frequently trivial experi-
mentation) that confusion is inevitable. One discerns
little agreement regarding the number or nature of the
specific phonic units to be taught, nor is there agreement
concerning the maturation levels at which various units
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Cole (4) arbitrates and concludes in more kindly
fashion, "the look-and-say, the phonetic, and the phrase
reading methods are all useful, but in different amounts
at different levels in the elementary school.” How
thoroughly she has lived with little childreni
Whether one agrees or disagrees, there are at least
many thorough plans for the development of a method whereby
a child can work out words for himself. However variable
the procedures, and the schools of thought, they are though
provide ample drill and avoid word-guessing, word-skipping
word-asking.
Whatever the defects. Cole (4) defends them with:
nA pupil soon discovers that letters have sounds and that
the consonants, at least, always have the same sound. He
knows also that a long, unfamiliar word can be broken down
into pronunceable units and then recognized from its sound.
?m This method provides a means for learning a consider-
able number of words with relatively little effort.”
In enumerating worthy efforts in the field of reading
aided by phonitic training, the scale ranges widely.
There is the kinesthetic approach such as is used at Henry*/ 7 '*
Barnard School, or by Stanger and Donahue (28) in the
teaching of every letter. The procedure is ”it»s name,
what it says, and its correct formation the child
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then tracing it and saying its name and sound. M Then
there are the more formal methods as are used by Abney and
Mini an (1), Cordts (5), Durrell (8), and (9), Hegge, Kirk
and Kirk (16), Munroe (22), Pennell and Cusack (24),
Robbins (25), Stone (30), Winnetka(38) list of phonics for
Grades 1, 2, Sisters of Charity (27).
At all times it would be well to bear in mind that
no one method can possibly suffice for (1) all levels of
intelligence (2) all races (3) all sections of a nation.
What works with one may fail with another. The greatest
good for the greatest number is a constant caution when
we are faced with mass education.
To attain this aim the following procedure, planned
by the writer, suggests the story of Carolyn Towle (34):
"A friend of mine was asked by her superintendent one time
to what did she owe her success as a primary teacher. Her
reply was this: 'My success, if any, can be attributed to
three things.
Drill
Drill
Drili"
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Personal Comments
Children seem to acquire phonic accuracy in three
definite and progressively difficult steps,
1, Sight recognition of letter form,
2, Auditory recognition of letter.
3, Application of sight and sound recognition.
a. Consonants - beginning and ending.
b. Vowel families.
c. Basic vocabulary.
The basic purpose of developing a sound phonic
background, of developing word power is to develop in the
child the ability to proceed independently to the end of
(1) good reading; (2) good spelling; (3) good language.
The psychology of this effort is to establish right
habits rather than correction and remedial procedure. Used
in conjunction with whatever reading system, or spelling
plan is adopted in one’s community, a faithful year of
this training and one should expect the following minimum
results at the end of Grade 1.
1. Reading
a. Basic vocabulary (flash recognition) of
220 words
b. Reading of a minimum of thirty books
(pre-primers or primers)
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2* Spelling
Dolch List spelled perfectly* (
7
)
3 • Language
A three sentence paragraph correctly spelled,
grama tically correct, and neatly written*
.
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Data
I. Form of Research. Experimental, equivalent group
me thod
A. Experimental group
B. Control group
1. Equivalent I. Q.
2. Equivalent Chronological Age
II. Phases of Phonics to be Treated
A. Visual recognition of letter form
Weeks 1-16
1. Mondays
a. Develop form of the letter
b. Familiar words that have initial
consonant being taught.
2. Tuesdays
a. Discuss, show 20 pictures that have
initial consonant being taught.
b. Selection of three pictures illus-
trating initial consonant being
gaught from four. (Fourth illus-
trates another letter).
3. Wednesdays
a. From magazines, select 20 pictures
illustrating letter being taught
b. Mount for booklet.
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4. Thursdays
a. Select word with initial consonant
being taught from sentences (20) and
groups of words
5 • Pri days
a* Auditory discrimination exercises
b. Two poems containing words stressing
initial consonant being taught.
B. Auditory recognition of letter.
Weeks 17 - 19
Daily drills to assure and check accuracy,
and associational transfer of sight and sound
recognition.
C. Application of sight and sound recognition of
letter.
Weeks 20 - 28
1. Short and long vowel phonograms.
a. Change first letter to make new word.
b. Use short and long vowel phonograms.
Weeks 29 - 38
2. Dolch List
a. Change first letter to make new word.
b. Use Dolch List
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III. Time Schedule
A. Thirty-eight weeks
B. Fifteen minutes daily.
IV. Testing at end of period.
A. Gates Primary Reading Tests
B. Writer devised tests (7)
1. Visual recognition. Tests 1, 2, 3.
2. Visual auditory recognition. Tests 4, 5.
3. Application of Visual-auditory recognition.
Tests 6, 7, 8.
C. Standardized Spelling Test
1. Stanford Achievement Test
2. Durrell - Sullivan Spelling.
V. Materials
A. Order of Teaching Letters - if manuscript
writing is used.
Group 1: 1, t, h, b, d, p, g, j, f.
Group 2: m, n, r.
Group 3: v, w.
Group 4: c, s.
The letters are studied in this order to
facilitate correlation with the writing
lesson. An effort has been made to select
them in order of the difficulty that will
be experienced in handling the penmanship
—.
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aspect. Authorities differ so widely
on the order with which letters should
be presented that penmanship only is used
here as the deciding factor.
B. Magazines for cutting
C. Plash cards
C6nsonants printed on x 6” oaktag
D. Mounted illustrations
Twenty magazine pictures to illustrate
each letter on 9” x 12” oaktag.
E. Charts - on display at all times
1. Letters and illustrations of each
2. Chart of Phonograms
Short Vowels
a e i 0 u
ad et im ob urn
at ed id og ut
ag en ig od ub
an eg in ot un
ap em it op up
ab es t ip ock uck
am ead ill OSS ust
and ent ink ong umb
ack ell if t ull
ash end ish
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Short Vowels, Continued
ang ess is t
ank eck ing
amp elp ick
Long Vowels
a e i 0
ay eal ine ore
ake earn ire ope
ale eat ile ose
ave ear ice oke
ane ean ive ole
age ead i te ote
ade eak ipe one
ame each ime ode
ace eed ife ome
ate eel ide one
ail eep ike old
ain een ind ow
aid eet ight oat

3. Chart of consonant blends - Supplementary
materi al.
br wh s t bl
cr ch sn cl
dr th sp fl
fr sh sw gl
gr sk Pi
pr si si
tr sm
sc
Dolch List - 220 words
a. Mimeographed copy for each pupil
b. List printed on oak tag (or black-
board) and displayed at all times.
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Part I
Weeks 1-16
Purpose: Auditory and visual discrimination of letters
1. Ear training - develop the ability to actually
hear likes and differences in letters and words,
2. Eye training - develop 100^ accuracy in the
recognition of letter form.
Sample lessons: Use this same dally procedure for the
for the development of each and every letter.
The slow-learning child especially^ "thrives" better
in an atmosphere of security, dependability and
organization. Therefore this wording, the repetition
of this procedure is a definite aid to him in his
all too numerous complexities.
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Directions for Seatwork
Weeks 1-16
Pictures are to be made each day by pupils following the
phonic lesson,
I. General Directions:
A. For work at our seats, let»s see how well we can
make some -- (letter being studied) pictures,
B, Fold 9 rt x 12" paper in half,
1, Top half
a, put the letter — at the middle of
the bottom,
b, draw a -- picture and color it,
2, Bottom half,
a. put the letter (being studied) at the
middle of the bottom,
b, draw a -- picture and color it,
3, Back of paper — write the letter -- as
many times as possible.
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C. Booklets
1. Keep these pages for a booklet
2. Make cover in art class •
II. Specific pictures
.
Letter Mon. Tues
.
Wed. Thurs
•
Fri.
b. beet bird banana blocks bridge
baby ball bathrobe boat bunny
c, k cabbage cow candy clock cup
coat cookie car cone cushion
d. daisy dinner dog drum dress
dish doll door duck drink
f . face flake field fingers food
father five fish fan fire
g. garden gift glass grapes gum
gate girl goose grass game
h. hair healthy hen hop house
handkerchief home hill hose hump
j. jacket jail jelly jewelry jonquil
jack knife jam jar job jolly
1. ladder lake lawn letter lily
lady land lemon lettuce line
m. man mat meat milk money
marbles meadow melon mi t tens moon
n. nail navy nest night nut
napkin neck new knife nursery
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Letter Mon, Tues, Wed. Thurs
.
Fri.
P. pajamas peas pair pet pudding
pillow peach paws pretty pond
r. rabbit rain ribbon road rose
radish rat ri ch roof rope
s. sail scooter star snow skate
salad sew storm sailor spoon
t. table ten toes toothbrush train
tail tire tomato toys tulip
v. vase velvet vwst victory-
garden
vine
veil Vermont
syrup
village victory-
bond
violets
w. walk washing water wigwam window
wallpaper watch web windmill winter
.
.
.
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Mondays
1-16

Review
Sample Lesson
Monday, Weeks 1-16
1,
What was the letter we learned last week?
2* See how well we can say our letters from these
cards
•
a. Show flash cards
b. Check entire class individually.
Development
A. The letter for this week looks like this: M J n
(Teacher makes an entire line of j»s)
We call it f, j ?t
1. These are all W J W words. Say them after
me. Watch the letter in front. (Print on
blackboard as you say these words.)
jacket janitor jig
jail jive Jersey
jam German jar
2. These are names of people. Say them after
me. Watch the n j” in front.
John James Josephine
Jack Jennie Julia
Joe Judas Jasper
3. These are things we eat. Say them after
me. Watch the w j tt in front.
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jam jelly gingerbread
jello jelly roll Jersey milk
4. These are names of months* Say them after
me. Watch the "j” in front
January June July
5, These are things we use. Say them after me.
jacket jack knife jewelry
jar jeep Jergen's lotion
B. What was the letter in front each time? Say it
as I point. (5 pupils) Then erase the boards.
C. Let's go back.
1. What are ten "j" words we have said today?
I'll write them as you say them.
2. What was the letter in front each time?
Say it as I point. (5 pupils)
3. Find the "j" words in these sentences.
I'll write them as you say them.
Teacher reads:
a. Mother makes pink jello
.
b. Bad men go to jail .
c. A jeep is small.
d. Our jani tor is kind.
e* New Jersey is our State.
Summary
:
See Directions for seatwork. Weeks 1-16
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The following are suggestive of words which can be
used in the development of the sight and sound discrimination
of the various letters:
B
We Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
bacon baby bathrobe bake bag
banana badge belt bathe bed
beans barn boots box bench
beets bee bracelet Bible
blueberries bird buttons bicycle
bread bluebird blocks
butter boy boat
beef bridge bookcase
berries building bottle
buns bunny box
biscuit broom
Colors brush
black barrel
brown billfold
blue
beige
i
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cWe Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
cabbage canary cap call cage
cake captain cape cough calendar
carrot cloud coat camera
cattle clown collar candle
cocoa cottage costume cane
coco-cola country canoe
coffee car
cone card
cookie carriage
corn clippers
cornflakes clock
crackers clothesline
cranberries coal
cream comb
cupcake couch
candy crib
coconut crayon
Animals cups
cat cushion
camel key
cow ki te
cock kitchen

We Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
dessert dairy diamond dance dish
deviled ham daisies dress darn dentist
dinner deer dig dishpan
duck dirt dive divan
date doc tor dust doilies
doughnut dog dump doorbell
doll decorate doorknob
donkey doorstep
dove drum
duck
Dutch
306
Hob
pWe Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
fish face fur fall feet
flakes fan fight fire
flour farm file flag
food feather freeze flashlight
fruit fence
field
flower
fox
frog
Numbers
four
five
fourteen
fifteen
forty
fifty
f “n c
tool
GWe Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
goose goat girdle gallop garage
grain gladioli glove give garden
grape goldfish glasses guess gas
grass gown grunt gate
glue
gold
grease
gun
Colors
gray
green
gold

HWe Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
ham hawk hat hear hammer
honey hill hood hold handkerchief
hash hog hair ribbon hide handle
hamburg hole housecoat hoe hay
handkerchief horse
horn
hose
house
hanger
hatchet
henhous e
hydrant
TEs/1 tad >r ^Prf
We Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
jam jay jacket jump jackknife
jello
jelly
jelly roll
jack-in- the jewelry
box
jack-o-lantern
joke jar
Jergen 1 s
Lotion
gingerbread
L
We Eat We See Wre Wear We Do We Use
lemon lake leather ladder
lettuce lamb lace lamp
lard land lantern
lentils lark lawnmower
lawn library
leaf
lily
line
lilacs
Animals
looking-
glass
Lux
lifeboat
lion
lamb
leopard

MWe Eat We See We Wear We Do WTe Use
meal meadow mitten march machine
meat men mark map
melon microphone marry mat
milk mill mend match
monkey money
moon
mountain
mother
mouse
mouth
We Eat We See
Nectar tea navy
niblets neck
noodle soup nose
nuts nurse
N
We Wear We Do We Use
necklace nail
ne ck ti e napkin
nightdress nail polish
needle
Numbers
nine
nineteen
nine ty
1;5©W 0
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pW© Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
pancakes pansy pajamas parade pail
peas parachute pants paint
peach parade pins pan
peanut park pen
pear parrot pencil
Pep peacock perfume
pickle piano pillow
pie Pig pitcher
pineapple puppy pocke tbook
plum powder
popcorn
pork
potato
pudding
pumpkin
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RWe Eat We See We Wear We Do We Use
rabbit rail ribbon read radio
radish rain ring reach rake
rice rat riding boots room
roast red rubbers railroad
raisin reindeer raft
raspberry rose ration book
root rope razor
reel
rocking
chair
roller
skates
rug
ilerio
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sWe Eat We Use We Wear We Do We See
s teak s team s tockings sit sky
salad sack scarf shave sled
salmon sail silk sew snow
salt scales skirt sing snowman
sandwich scissors sock Simonize sparroT/
sardine scooter suit skate spray
sauce scrapbook sweater sleep squirrel
sausage seeds shirt slide star
soup seesaw smoke s tring
spinach soap sneeze sun
soda starch
3 trawfcerries
squash
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We Eat We See We Wrear We Do We Use
tart tiger trousers throw table
tea tin tag
toast toad tack
tomato tree tank
turnip tulip teapot
turkey trim teaspoon
turtle telephone
thimble
tire
tissues
toothbrush
toothpaste
towel
toys
train
tray
tricycle
truck
typewriter
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We Eat We See
V
We Wear We Do We Use
vegetable valentine veil visit varnish
vanilla vase velvet voyage vaseline
pudding
Vermont vine vest victrola
syrup
veal violet visor violin
vinegar veteran voice
vanilla
—*A 0 -
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We Eat
walnut
watermelon
wheat
wine
wafer
waffle
wax bean
W
We See We Wear
wagon waistcoat
wall wig
water windbreaker
weed
wheel
wigwam
window
woodpecker
woods
wool
We Do We Use
wade washboard
walk water
wink watch
wash wax
wait wood
watch wheel
wave wheelbarrow
weave whip
whet
whistle
wipe
work
wish
Animals
walrus
weasel
whale
wolf
wolfhound

ITuesdays
1-16

I. Review
Tuesday-
Sample Lesson
A. Pointing to each word on board, say "These are
all " j" words. Say them after me. Listen to
the sound in front".
jacket jam jaw jolly
jail jello jerk joy
January j ourney Jesus July
jack-o-lan tern juice join jump
Japs jar joke June
B. What was the letter in front each time? (5 pupils)
II. Development
A. This morning let us look at these "j" pictures
1. They all have "j" in front. Say them
after me. Listen to the sound in front.
(Show these pictures cut from magazines
and mounted on 9" x 12" oaktag).
jacket jar Jersey cow jockey
jack-in- the -box jaw Jesus jonquil
jack knife jeep je?/elry Joan of Arc
jam jello jive German
janitor jelly jig gingerbread
noaael elq/jjsS
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2. What was the letter in front each time?
(a) Ask 3 individuals
(b) Each row say letter in unison as teacher
indicates first letter.
3. This time. I’ll say the picture. You say the
sound in front. (Re-show above pictures).
B. There were many n j n pictures. Let us see if we can
remember then of them that we just saw. (Call on
ten pupils )
•
1. I will list them as you say them.
2. (At end) What was the letter in front each
time? (Ask three individuals)
3. What was the letter we studied yesterday
and today?
III. Summary
A. Matching pictures and letters.
1. Here are three pictures.
a. Say them after me
jail jam boy
b. Pick out the two ,? j M pictures.
c. Put them on the ledge together.
2. Here are three more pictures
a. Say them after me
Jesus jewelry gate
b. Find the two ft j n pictures
,
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2. What was the letter in front each time?
(a) Ask 3 individuals
(b) Each row say letter in unison as teacher
indicates first letter.
3* This time. I’ll say the picture. You say the
sound in front. (Re-show above pictures).
B. There were many n j n pictures. Let us see if we can
remember then of them that we just saw. (Call on
ten pupils )
.
1. I will list them as you say them.
2. (At end) What was the letter in front each
time? (Ask three individuals)
3. What was the letter we studied yesterday
and today?
III. Summary
A* Matching pictures and letters.
1. Here are three pictures.
a. Say them after me
jail jam boy
b. Pick out the two 11 j
”
pictures.
c. Put them on the ledge together.
2. Here are three more pictures
a. Say them after me
Jesus jewelry gate
b. Find the two M j n pictures
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c. Put them on the ledge together
3. Here are three more pictures.
a. Say them after me
jello car jar
b. Find the two n j n pictures
c. Put them on the ledge together
B. See Directions for Seatwork
t4
SUGGESTIONS
FOR
ILLUSTRATIONS
These are selected only upon the basis of the ease with
which these pictures can be found in popular magazines*
No effort is made to use any standard word list for these
pictures because a sight vocabulary is not the problem at
the moment. Auditory and visual discrimination of letters
are the points to bear in mind.
<.
.
.
Bbaby battle birdhouse bottle
bacon beach black box
badge beads blacksmi th box car
bag bean blanket boxing
baggage bed blind boxing gloves
bake bedroom blocks boy
ball bee blonde bracelet
ballon bear blue bread
banana beet blueberry bride
barefoot bell bluebird bridge
bark belt boat broom
barn bench Bob Hope brown
baseball Bible bobby pins brush
bat bicycle book bugle
bath billfold bookcase building
bathrobe bird boot bunny
bathroom birdcage butter buttons
mOBecT
bflllcf
l Lid
aocZid
ee r-to\ccd
cabbage card coat cow
cage carnival cock cov/boy
cake carpet cocoa crackers
calendar carpet sweeper coco-cola cranberry
calf carriage coffee cream
call carrot collar crib
camel carry color cross
camera cart comb crayon
can cat cone cup
canary cattle cook cupcake
candle Chris tmas cooky curls
candy class cork curtain
cane clean eorn cushion
canoe clippers cornflakes kangaroo
cap clock costume ketchup
cape cloth cottage kettle
capital clothesline corduroy key
capi tol cloud couch kill
captain clown cough king
car coal country ki te
kit ten
kitchen
irxoa
Li 0
q 0
dad dessert dig doorway
dairy deviled ham dog bone dove
daisies diamond dog food dream
dance dig doilies dress
danger dining room doll Draino
dam dinner dollar drink
date dinner set doll house drum
dead dirt Donald Duck duck
deer disk donkey duke
Del Monte dishpan doorbell Durkel
dentist divan doorknob Dutch
Denton gar- driving doorstep Duz
ment
desk doorstop doc tor
aieol
face feet first flyer
fair fellow fish food
fairy fence fishhook fork
fall fern fish line four
family fiddle five fox
fan field fix frame
farm fight flag freeze
farmer file flakes frog
farmhouse finger flashlight front
fat fingernail flew fruit
father fire floor fry
feast fire engine floppy funny face
feather fireman floor furnace
feed fireplace flower furniture

Ggallop girdle God grape
game girl gold grass
gang give goldfish gray
garage glad golf gray hair
garden gladioli good luck grease
gas glass good news green
gas stove glasses goose grenade
gasoline gldrve Gorton’s cakes grocer
gate glue gown grocery store
geese goal grain guard
Gerber’
s
goat grandfather gum
goods
gift gobble grandmother gun
ie ! '
(
Hhair hanger hello hut
hair ribbon happy helmet hoop
half hare hen hop
hall hat henhouse horn
Hallowe * en hatchet hide horse
hash hay high hose
haycock ham highball hospital
hamburg head hill hat
hammar he al thy hive ho tel
hand hear hockey house
handgrenade heart hoe housecoat
hug heavy holder handkerchief
handle home hole hump
hang heel honey hungry
hangar Heinz Soup hood husband
hook hydrant
ee^ori
12 ad
ensod
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Jjacket January jelly roll job
jolly Jap Jergen’s lotion jockey
jack-knife jar Jerseys j ack- in- the -box
jonquil jaw Jesus jack-o-lantern
jail jeep jewelry Joan of Arc
jam jello jig German
janitor jelly jive gingerbread
jump juice
<
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Llace lawnmower lick load
ladder lay light loaf
lady lead lilacs lock
lake leaf lily log
lamb lean Lincoln look
lamp learn line looking glass
land leather Lini t Lord
lantern leg lion love
lap lemon lips Luckies
lard lemonade lipstick Ludens
laugh letter listen lullaby
laundry lettuce Lis terine lunch
lawn library little Lux
eosl
machine mark men man
mail market merry morning
mailbag many microphone mass
manners mat milk mother
man match milkmen monitor
many meadow mill mouse
map me a}. mitten month
maple measure mix moving picture
marble meat money music
march melon monkey muzzle
N
nail nector tea nible ts nurse
nail polish necktie nice nursemaid
name needle night nursery school
nap needlepoint nightdress nut
napkin nest noodle soup
naughty net nose
navy new Novena
neat news Noxema knife
neck newspaper November knitting
necklace nibble Nujol knot
enl.orrr
ppack path
package pattern
pad paw
page peas
pall peach
paint peacock
pair peanut
pajamas pear
palace pen
palm pencil
pan penguin
pancake penny
pansy- Pep
pants people
papa perfume
parachute pe t
parade piano
park pick
party- pickle
parrot picnic
paste picture
pasture pie
pat Pig
patch pile
pills poor
pillow porch
pilot pork
pins post
pine postman
pineapple post office
pink pet
pint potato
pipe pound
pitcher ponder
plane prayer
plant president
plate pretty
play prince
playhouse princess
plow- price tag
plum prize
packet propeller
pocketbook pudding
pole pull
policemen pumpkin
pond pupil
pony puppy
popcorn purple
push

Rrabbit raspberry ride rope
race rat rose riding boots
radio ration book ring rosebush
radish razor blades river round
rag rush road row
ragdoll read roast rub
rail record robin rubbers
railroad red rock ruffle
rain reel rocking chair rug
raincoat refrigerator roller skates run
raisin res ting roof rye
rake ribbon room raft
rice rooster rap rich
root
S
sack screen sleigh star
sad screw slice starch
saddle scrub slide station
safe seat slippers statue
sail see small steak
sailor seed smoke steam
saint see-saw snake stem
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salad sell sneeze stop
salmon sew snow stick
salt shave snowball stocking
sand sick snowmen stone
sandwich. side soap stool
Santa sidewalk sock s tore
sardine sign soda storm
sat silk soldier straw
same silver son strawberries
saucer Simonize soup string
sausage sing sparrow stripe
saw sink spider sugar
scale sister spinach suit
scarf skate spool summer
school skin spoon sun
schoolhouse skip spot sweater
scissors skirt spray sweeper
scooter sky spread swim
scrapbook sled spring swing
scratch sleep squirrel sword
wee
C
iB^x/e UBS
Ttable thimble tomato tricycle
tag throat tongue trim
tail throw tophat trophy
tack thumb took troops
tank ticket tooth trousers
tart tie truck toothbrush
tea tiger trunk toothpaste
teapot tiger lily top tub
teacher time towel tulip
teaspoon tin toys turkey
teeth tire track turnip
telephone tissues tractor turpentine
ten toad trailer turtle
turn toast train tennis player
trim tobacco trap tennis raquet
tent toes travel typewriter
terrier toilet paper tray tree
toilet water
elroiitt
C
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Vvacation vaseline verse vine
vacant house Vat 69 ves t vinegar
valentine veal victory vitamin pills
van vegetable violet victory garden
vanilla pud-
ding
Veedol violin vie trola
vanity veil visor victroh record*
varnish velvet village voyage
vase Vermont
syrup
Vims V-8
lo - -30v -£jr; Bill. < v
OGBV
wW-A-C washboard wedding wing
wade washing weed wish
wag washing mach-
ine
weigh winter
wagon Washington wilder wipe
waist wasp wheel wine
waiter waste wheelbarrow wire
walk watch wheat witch
wall water whistle woman
wallpaper water lily wife wood
walnut watermelon wigwam wool
walrus wave wildroot work
war WAVE Winche ster wrold
warbond wax
, wind warn
wardrobe wax paper windmill wrap
war worker weary window
warn web windowsill
cijaocfdsBW C-A-W
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Wednesdays
1-16

Wednesday
Sample Lesson
I. Review
Teacher: MProm yesterday's lesson, what were ten
”j” pictures that we saw? (Teacher list as pupils
enumerate). Look at the list. As I point, say the
letter in front each time.” (5 pupils),
II. Development
A. ”For our lesson today, let's see if we can find
ten ”j” pictures in these magazines.” (Each
pupil has a magazine. These may be provided by
the teacher, pupil, friends, relatives, or pur-
chased at a second-hand book shop).
1. "Everyone look for a 'jar'”.
a. After several have found one, select
one picture best suited to mounting.
b. Cut and mount for a class booklet.
1. At first, teacher will need to
do thi s
.
2. Later, children can do it.
2. In turn, use same procedure in finding the
other nine pictures. (Use Tuesday's
"Suggestions for illustrations”)
B. "Let’s look at the ten pictures we have just
found.
”
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1 1*11 say the picture. You say it after
me* Listen to the letter in front.
2. This time, 1*11 say the picture. You say
the letter in front.
3. What was the first letter for all the
pictures we found today
?
n
III. Summary
A. See Directions for Seat Work
B. Mount these ten pictures for a class booklet.
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Thursdays
1-16

I. Review
Thursdays
Sample Lesson
What were ten n J Tt pictures that we found in the
magazines yesterday? (Ask for volunteers).
1. I’ll write them as you say them.
2. What was the letter in front eafch time?
a. Teacher points to the first letter
of each word
b. Three individuals review them.
II. Development
A. Remarks
1. Today I shall say some sentences. Find
the M j M word in each one.
2. I’ll write it when you find it.
B. Sentences
Note: Only one word of the le tter being
studied is used in each sentence. n One thing
at a time and that done well”.
1. He is just on time.
2. It is fun to jump rope.
3. He has a warm jacket
.
4. Raspberry jam is red.
5. Mother put peaches into jars
.
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6* The clown played a joke on the monkey*
7* Christmas season brings joy *
8* It is fun to play with a jack-in-the-box .
9. The jack-o-lantern had large eyes*
10* The jail has heavy bars.
11. Our janitor cleans the building.
12. January is the first month.
13. A bad tooth made his jaw sore.
14. The soldiers rode in a jeep .
15. Jello Is a healthy dessert.
16. Jesus came to save us.
17. Our jonquils are large.
18* The lady wore pretty jewelry .
19. Santa is a jolly man.
20. A jockey does not weigh much.
C. Let’s go back.
1. Say these "j” words after me. Listen to
the letter in front. (Teacher say the
twenty ”j” words found in the above
sentences
.
)
2. What was the letter In front each time?
(5 pupils answer as teacher points (.
III. Summary
A. "Let’s see what really, really good ears we have.
I am going to say three words. If they all have
,.
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the same letter in front, say »yes».
If there is a different one put in, say
*no» •
1* See lessons 1 - 16 of groups of words
which follow the sentences. Use one
lesson each Thursday.
2. Call on individual pupils.
3. Be sure each pupil has at least three
chances to answer.
B. See Directions for Seat work.
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Sentences to Develop
Initial Consonants
'Thursdays
1-16
Use as directed in Sample Lesson

B1. Please be here early tomorrow,
2. It is better to wear warm clothes in winter,
3. The boy is clean.
4. They are all here but Sally,
5. We came bjjr the park,
6. An elephant is big .
7. A bear sleeps all winter.
8. We go to bed early each night.
9. Have you been to the dentist this year.
10. I went before school started.
11. She wore her best dress to church.
12. An aisle is between our tables.
13. The birds fly to the South in winter.
14. A crow has black feathers
15. A blue sky means fair weather.
16. Our book has paper covers.
17. My new coat Is brown .
18. It is fun to play ball
.
19. The rabbit has an Easter basket.
20 . She began piano lessons yesterday
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c1. A rabbit can hop.
2. Call your puppy home.
3. Grandmother c ame to visit us.
4. Grandfather could not be there.
5. A blue car is pretty.
6. My cat has soft fur.
7. She catches mice.
8. Please close the door.
9. Cover your mouth when you sneeze.
10. Father cuts the grass each week.
11. A nurse cares for sick people.
12. A donkey can carry a heavy load.
13. We must have clean hands.
14. In winter it is cold .
15. Our country is America.
16. The snowbird has a black cap .
17. A bunny has a soft coat .
18. We had company for dinner.
19. Shoes cost much money.
20 Our baby sometimes cries
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D1, Do you like ice cream?
2, We are polite every day ,
3, Did you go home early?
4, An escalator goes down ,
5, Does your mother read you stories?
6, My dog is black and white,
7, Keep the door closed,
8, We had meat, peas, potatoes and lettuce for dinner ,
9, The meat was well done ,
10. The Indians danced for rain,
11. At night it gets dark .
12. I like different kinds of pie.
13. It is fun to draw pictures.
14. Mary has a new dress .
15. We should drink much water.
16. The ocean is deep .
17. It is fun to dig in the sand.
18. Wre had a drive in the park.
19. Please drop my egg on toast.
20. A doctor is our friend.
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p1* We came for our mother*
2. We drove from town.
5.
Europe is far from here.
4. The Silver Meteor goes fast .
5. We feel cold in winter.
6. Did you find your mittens.
7. Silk is fine cloth.
8. She is in the first grade.
9. We found a baby kitten.
10. Pussy has four baby kittens.
11. Santa is our friend .
12. Many days are fair.
13. Fall is a time of lovely colors.
14. Grandpa lives on a farm
.
15. Father has a large garden.
16. The bus had a few passengers.
17. Try to prevent fires .
18. Her face is swollen.
19. We eat nourishing food.
20 Keep your feet dry
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G1. Go to the store for your mother*
2. Get some milk and some apples,
3. Give the grocer the money.
4. Fruit is good for health.
5. We got to school on time.
6. Grandmother's hair is gray .
7. C an you guess the answer?
8. She is glad to have clean teeth.
9. Roosevelt was a great man.
10. Pines stay green all winter.
11. Tag is one kind of game .
12. Our flower garden is lovely.
13. She has gone to the hospital.
14. The airplane is on the ground
.
15. Plants grow well in good soil.
16. She had a glass of milk for breakfast.
17. Her ring is of gold .
18. We are in Grade One.
19. She grew tall.
20. The goat chewed the clothes.
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H1. Have you learned your letters?
2. She is he al thy and happy ,
3. Jane’s hands are clean, too,
4. She had her teeth cleaned,
5. The dentist helps us.
6. The doctor comes here each week.
7. We go to him for help.
8. Our house is neat.
9. How do you like the picture?
10. Half the class has measles.
11. Wash your hands before eating.
12. Some words are hard to remember.
13. She has a new dress.
14. Mother washed my head yesterday.
15. Did you hear the funny story?
16. I heard it at six o’clock.
17. I hope they have another tonight.
18. The mountain is high .
19. Hold the kite string tightly.
20. Our home is always pleasant.
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J1. He is jus
t
on time,
2. It is fun to jump rope.
3. He has a warm jacket .
4. Raspberry jam is red.
5. Mother put peaches into j ars .
6. The clown played a joke on the monkey.
7. Christmas season brings joy .
8. It is fun to play with a jack-in-the-box .
9. The jack-o-lantern had large eyes.
10. The jail has heavy bars.
11. Our janitor cleans the building.
12. January is the first month.
13. A bad tooth made his jaw sore.
14. Ihe soldiers rode in a jeep .
15. Jello is a healthy dessert.
16. Jesus came to save us.
17. Our jonquils are large.
18. The lady wore pretty jewelry
.
19. Santa is a jolly man.
20. A jockey does not weigh much.
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L1. A little baby can't walk.
2. Will you let the dentist see your teeth?
3. I like ice cream.
4. A giraffe has a long neck.
5. Look at the pretty picture.
6. Last Monday was sunny.
7. Our baby can laugh out loud .
8. She wrote a le tter to Grandmother.
9. Some people live in a city.
10. St. Valentine gave his love .
11. The land is ready for a garden.
12. We must never be late .
13. She lay down to sleep.
14. Learn your words well.
15. Turn on the light to read at night.
16. Soldiers keep in line.
17. The Christmas tree was large .
18. Please le ave ten quarts of milk.
19. Our left foot goes first when we march.
20 She lost her mittens
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M1, The mittens belong to me ,
2* Rubbers keep m^ feet dry,
3, Mother made cookies,
4, She makes them every week,
5, The man has a new car,
6, Many people need new cars,
7, We may get one soon,
8, She did not mean to be so late,
9, We mus
t
be on time,
10. Cows give us milk ,
11. We need more cream,
12. The birds sing in the morning .
13. Mos
t
of them are looking for food.
14. A Mo ther is our best friend.
15. We do not have much extra time.
16. We must mind our elders.
17. Miss Gody is our teacher.
18. Thanksgiving is in the month of November,
19. The men helped save the passengers.
20. There are sixty minutes in an hour.
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N1. He is not late*
2. We have no pets at school*
3* Now is the time to listen carefully.
4. Their name is on the door*
5* Some people live ne ar a city.
6. We must never cross the street against signals.
7. The tree bulbs are new *
8. The moon shines at night *
9. Nothing should be dirty.
10. We need to wash our hands often.
11. A noise spoils a class.
12. We know the two numbers
.
13. The three numbers come next.
14. The teacher sent a note home.
15. The paper has news
.
16. Nine comes after eight.
17. Nobody was in the new house.
18. Sailors watch for the north star.
19. Santa’s nose is red.
20 The robins built a nest
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p1, It is fun to play games*
2* Please may we read a story?
3. Put the oranges in a dish,
4. We pay bills on time.
5. Santa brought a present .
6. A boy leaves our Sunday paper .
7. Part of the reading is finished.
8. It is fun to pass a beanbag.
9. People should work together nicely.
10. Pill the empty place with flowers.
11. It isn’t polite to point .
12. Pull the cord for the bus to stop.
13. He had a birthday party .
14. The moving picture was funny.
15. A mouse ate a piece of cheese.
16. We should help poor people .
17. Turn the page when you are ready.
18. A train went past .
19. A geranium is a lovely plant .
. The book print is black.20
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R1* He ran to catch his bus,
2, It is bad to run fast,
3, A rabbit hops,
4, Our flag is red
,
white, and blue,
5, Do not reach too high,
6, Have a reason for acting,
7, Remember Mother 1 s birthday,
8, It is good to rest each afternoon,
9, He did the right words,
10. A jelly roll tastes good,
11. Keep a room airy,
12. A ball is round .
13. Much rain comes in April.
14. Raincoat and boots make us ready
.
15. We had a long ride
.
16. Mother’s ring is gold.
17. He had rather eat than sleep.
18. He is a real cowboy.
19. The river is very long.
20. Some people are rich.
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s1. Did you see the dove.
2. She flew to the roof.
3. I said my prayers.
4. I saw angels in my sleep.
5. Do you say your prayers?
6. They are so helpful.
7. Try to say some very day.
8. Even the same ones are alright.
9. We have a morning prayer at school .
10. It seems to make the day brighter.
11. Send a letter to sick people.
12. We sleep at night.
13. It will soon be vacation time.
14. We keep s till when we pray.
15. A red light means stop .
16. Northern lights are such a pretty sight
.
17. Be sure to learn courtesy.
18. We sat quietly at the movies.
19. It was our second visit.
20. Mother sent us to the dentist.
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T1. We went to bed early.
2. Take a sample for Mother.
3. Always tell the truth .
4. It is time to go home.
5. Our little toe is small.
6. A pair of shoes has two alike.
7. She took music lessons.
8. That robin’s nest is in a tree
.
9. We try very hard.
10. Our table is ready for dinner.
11. She talked of her parents.
12. We have ten fingers.
13* We are here ’ till closing.
14. Today is sunny.
15. We sit together .
16. Our town is large.
17. She told a fairy story.
18. Tomorrow it may rain.
19. Don't touch the glasses.
• Tie your shoestring.20
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w1* We came to school on time.
2, They went home on time also,
3, Will you go sliding with me?
4, He wants some apple pie,
5, The water rushed down the brook,
6, Do you feel well?
7, The birds were eating seeds,
8, They would need more food,
9, Stay on the walk .
10. That is the way to be safe.
11. She had potato without gravy.
12. She does her work carefully.
13. A train doesn't wait .
14. Sunday is the first of the week .
15. Our words are learned slowly.
16. It is warm in Florida.
17. His watch keeps good time.
18. A north wind is cold.
19. A bird came to the window .
20. Snow falls in winter.
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GROUPS OF WORDS
FOR THURSDAYS
1-16

Groups of Words
to Develop Initial Consonants
Thursdays
1-16
Use as directed in Sample Lesson.

1baby bag ball bad
back ball back bag
bad bark ran call
ball cake fall daddy
did call barn danger
bark came bath day
face gave bed farm
full bear goes fast
fan because before father
just had bell keep
began hair laugh kind
begin hand best kite
late better made never
lay made make bird
leave big mama birthday
<
2name cake paint
near call pan
nest been paper
candy rabbit car
let rain carry
cap ran read
not red climb
cat rest before
clean ride clock
table close talk
tail coat teacher
take ten tell
walk yellow come
wall yes cook
want you go
did
came
can
rat
run
ready-
said
sat
Santa
down
cold
color
six
cooky-
corn
... ec-'ri
rv
3ball daddy can red
back danger candy day
bath run cap dear
did dear dinner this
get did dish dinner
dig dig do dish
for gave hard do
fast get hand does
father give has laugh
kitten four left man
kite dog leg many
kitty doll let may
never dolly before party
new draw door peep
next done down people
vt jbd
4pet rat face no
picnic read fall fan
picture ready wash far
saw farm talk father
say this teacher give
school fast tell feel
feet under saw warm
two up fill was
feel us find watch
back fine clean will
barn want climb first
bath fire cpld fish
doll five fill floor
drink flag find carry
do best fine flower

5goat help game gate
good hen garden came
grass here best gave
cut long money give
get look mouth may
girl lost must glad
nine paint road go
noise party robin goat
not pull round me
seven goes down get
sky going gold ten
sit small good grandma
tiny grass green wolf
time great would woman
turn soon grew way

brown count had face
boy cow hair fall
butter coat been fan
go clean has fast
gold hard done have
grass hand hat hay
here he love goes
hit head lunch hear
hole get lion hear'
help picnic here milk
hen people live me?/
long pet kid mice
snow hill top sing
soon seven town his
stand him train hit
-
7brother crayon jump fall
brown come just jacket
butter color please gas
joke jam for gold
this again farmer got
joy January funny gate
Jesus hill did must
call his jaw my
journey help jerk milk
paper join she July
party his shall him
picnic jolly sheep June
tail Jack but water
toy Jacob jade wood
took because jug wall

book chair late dress
bread chick lay drink
better child far drum
girl leaves heard leg
goat left help small
got take hay let
those leaves lion look
better love little lay
like lost found lion
better look mew pie
live lost moon pony
long take mouse party
seat love tell lady
si ster tell ten lake
sun lunch table well
- a ..
' I
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banana made cage funny
band make calk man
basket before camp momma
dad fair many garagi
daisy family may gas
dance fat pull geese
half this key men
hall me kill say
hammer meat kid met
mew lady milk mail
mice lake sleep march
well lamb money mark
nail monkey my neat
naughty moon help neck
neck for mail need

10
basket name candle mother
below near card next
between play case never
new dark night fed
found dead make fat
next deep nine few
gift no Jar nose
gone noise jacket please
goose under joke not
now lamp nail large
nut land laugh laugh
went lap neat lawn
meadow fleck needle nibble
meal need nice nod
mean down nickel draw
- 01 -
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park paint pay paper
pass pan peanut red
pat run pear party
queen race sang play
quick radio second peep
quiet rake sell people
send teeth pet umbrella
sew telephone toad uncle
sack tick picnic until
wag picture wash good
wagon pie wave Pig
wait round wear place
plant below sing carrot
play beside please cart
to-day bigger pony catch
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chin rabbit doctor feathe:
chalk rain dollar fed
change now donkey field
happy himself ran jar
held honk rat joke
hello hug ten joy
learn down low red
leaf read louse before
led ready log rest
move north ride nickel
mud nothing two nice
music nightgown right nibble
potato ring pocket pull
poor road pink robin
point done plate roll
f>9*X
13
roof sigh said tail
rose silk sat tap
rock sold down teeth
word wash bus school
wore saw burn sea
wing say bump little
down cloth set dark
seat clang seven desk
seed clap now deep
forest ride grade time
fire sing goose sit
fur sister gone six
sky lesson sleep miss
sled listen please mitten
done lily small miller
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pin when roof table
piano snow reindeer tail
penny so rock brown
son toe cold won 1 1
sound tonight take wore
soup tiger talk wing
bottom green doctor ten
bill teacher desk becau
bigger tell dark tie
laugh time mile does
lamp may might to
land tiny middle told
look piece little river
fast pick town rich
top pen toy river
'r .
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bake walk cape
bare wall coffee
bat six colt
was dozen drink
those draw water
watch date way
we fight gain
went fold gather
because fussy goody
jam could kept
January were kettle
journey wet kick
lad leader window
ladles leap hold
lark loose winter
kind
want
warm
fellow
fact
fence
heat
he art
harm
make
will
wind
way
wait
better
©q«o
16
bunny very cost round
bunch visit copy valentine
bush ten cottage voice
dream forget vegetable gum
drove foolish think given
drank fellow vine gain
heart vest leap come
hurry village less vacant
hoe because life vaccinate
vague nurse never shell
vain nap valve shop
read neighbor vamp shout
toss tell world blue
touch vase won verb
torn vast wild Venus
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Fridays
1-16
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Friday
Sample Lesson
I. Review
What was the special letter about which we have
talked all this week?
II. Development
A. For our lesson today, I will say three words.
Two of them have the same letter in front. One
is different. Listen with both ears. Every
time see if you can find the two ’’good ones’1 .
I will write them when you find them.
B. In turn, dictate each group of the words for the
letter being studied that particular week. (See
following pages that are arranged alphabetically).
When a pupil "finds” the two words that have the
same letter in front, write them on the board.
(Let them see, as well as hear how these words
are alike.)
C. "What was the letter in front of all these words?”
(3 pupils answer as teacher points).
III. Summary.
A. ’’All the week we have talked about a special letter.
Now, I shall read one poem, then another. Listen
with both your ears. Find as many words as you
can that have the very same letter as we have
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studied all this week. n
(See following pages that have the poems
arranged alphabetically),
B. See Directions for Seatwork,
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Auditory Discrimination
Exercises
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Auditory Discrimination
Exercises
Fridays
1-16
Use as directed in Sample Lesson

Bbaby bad ball fall
back call did barn
ran bag bark bath
gave bed just bell
bear goes began laugh
because before begin best
better never black book
made bird pick boat
big birthday blue play
both said bread bright
bow bowl boy walk
ran box take bring
broom work by below
brown but gave beside
want butter band long
i
ccake did candy car
call came let carry
been can cap read
not climb close down
cat before coat cold
clean clock ten color
come six could work
cook cooky count cow
go corn were cradle
crayon tell cage camp
cry cup full run
never cut calf candle
card let cart caught
care careful catch play
very carrot light clap
3 el
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Ddaddy red did this
danger day get dinner
run dear dig dish
do four dolly before
does dog draw door
laugh doll done down
draw drum start daisy
dress clean duck dance
carry dry dad sit
dark put deer warm
daughter dead said desk
could deep den die
dirt take dollar made
dirty divide run drop
take doctor drive dwarf
wsib
pface no farm
fall fan this
wash far fast
feet saw fine
two fill want
fell find fire
five floor cold
flag carry fly
best flower food
fork much friend
friend four from
draw fox hurt
funny family fear
fair look feather
saw fat round
father
give
feel
will
first
fish
foot
down
for
full
would
fun
fed
done
feed
evls
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Ggame gate cut give
garden came get may
best gave girl glad
go goes down got
goat going gold ten
me small good grandma
grass green many guess
great would ground like
soon grew grow garage
gas from gone draw
little gift six grade
geese glass goose grape
four gun said grain
gray gain gather now
gruff long gloves grin
avis
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ev.os
iog
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wots wots -
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eevoXs
had clean has fast
hair hand done have
been hard hat hay
he goes help here
head hear hen live
get heard long hide
hill sing went hop
seven his hold horn
him hit home must
horse small hungry fast
hot house hurt half
will how take hall
hammer ride herself hoop
happy held high give
red hello found hug
-enoJb
.bi.Hr 1:
eitxf
gaol
; *jW
jump full joke jam
just jacket this again
please jar joy January
Jesus did join July
call jaw his him
journey jerk jolly June
Jack but jail so
Jacob jade Jake James
because jug come Jane
jasmine seven jelly warm
jay jealous kind jest
no jeer jerk jet
jonquil wish judge give
jowl jug soon junior
live Jewish jury justice
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erujXj
net
tfooel.
zuoXe&t
late leaves leg those
lay left small letter
far take let like
lion better look love
little live lost tell
found long take lunch
lady seven does large
lake lamb land too
well lamp lap last
laugh little leave find
lawn leaf better lesson
first learn led lettuce
lie thank line loaf
left light lip going
tell lily from log
lie cf ^ aol
eecb
<
Mmade funny- many this
make man may me
before mamma pull meat
men mew milk monkey
say- mice sleep moon
met well money for
morning him much my
mother mouse not help
brown mouth must mail
march meadow mean middle
start meal meet take
mark would tell might
mile miller minute mitten
mill red some nine
laugh mine miss more
elr£j
mo*
w rmJa
LLlx
eiotr
name mo ther new night
near nest found make
play never next nine
no nose now nail
noise please nut laugh
under not went neat
neck needle nibble nickel
need news nice like
down some stop north
nothing nearly ri ght nod
put neighbor neither draw
nap round hobody none
noon number napkin long
him nurse got net
nor tell narrow notice
I : -
affioe
ppaint paper play pet
pan red peep too
run party people picnic
picture good plant sing
pie Pig play please
round place today pony
pretty find bring pancake
pull pussy page papa
si t put pail four
parade small paw work
park pass pay peanut
green pat sing pear
pen from pick new
pencil penny piece pigeon
laugh p$ano kind pin
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rabbit
rain
now
ride
two
ri ght
rope
does
round
rich
could
rock
rag
carry
raise
ran
rat
ten
ring
ro ad
done
draw
race
radio
must
roof
rose
pull
rap
rather
down
read
ready
pull
robin
roll
rake
reach
clean
row
please
rub
real
light
really
red
before
rest
room
rooster
pretty
ribbon
show
river
pretty
rule
run
rice
both
ripe
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ssaid wash school down
sat saw sea seat
down say little seed
set ride time sky
seven sing sit sled
now sister six done
sleep when soft funny
please snow been song
small so some soon
star they s tory sun
start stop street bring
would stone both sad
sail never sang but
salt same just seem
done sand second seen
J*e
Ijbt e
qofra
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Ttable cold green ten
tail take teacher because
brown talk tell tie
time does look little
may to fast town
tiny told top toy
train find tag new
tree try tall tap
put turn best teeth
tick light tired tonight
tiger tight toe cold
stop till better tool
tooth would turtle teach
tried tulip tea taste
show turkey four best

Vvery round vegetable kind
visit valentine think velvet
ten voice vine violet
best come vacuum read
village vacant vagabond vague
because vaccinate found vain
veil tell valley never
valet valid value valve
small valise ride vamp
vein tell veal velum
vapor vase variety vender
came vast light right
venom blue vicar victor
many verb vibrate ride
venture Venus take vinegar
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wwalk kind was drink
wall want those water
six warm watch way
we could make window
went were will hold
because wet wind winter
wish wolf read wag
with hurt wood wait
have woman work better
wake under web little
sit wave week well
wash wear to west
wide much grow word
wife wigwam wing wore
full win wi thout down
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Poems to Develop
Initial and Ending Consonants
Fridays
1-16
Use as directed in Sample Lesson

Poems
1-16

Budding Trees (26)
The budding trees are bendihg down.
And bowing very low.
The wind is making them say good-bye
As they watch the winter go*
The trees are waving their branches now.
And robins fly in and sing*
The trees in the wind all wave their hands
And throw a kiss to spring.
--- Mildred Evans*
The Bug and the Beetle (26)
Little Black Beetle said one day,
wLittle bug, you* re in my wayl
Little bug, don* t bother me.
I'm a big bug, don't you see?"
Little bug said, nI can do
Quite as many things as you*"
Unknown
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cCookies (26)
Kate made some cookies
For Kitty and me
And then put the cooky jar
High as could be
l
The stool tumbled over --
Why couldn*t Kate see
1 Twas certain to happen
To Kitty and me?
J. B. T.
Kittens (26)
A kitten with a black nose
Will sleep all the day;
A kitten with a white nose
Is always glad to play;
A kitten with a yellow nose
Will come when you call;
But a kitten with a gray nose
I like best of all,
Unknown,
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DThe Gray Billy-goat (1)
Grandmother had a little gray billy-goat,
Dinkums, dunkums, little gray billy-goat*
Granny was fond of her little gray billy-goat,
Dinkums, dunkums, little gray billy-goat*
Little gray billy-goat thought he'd go a-walking,
Dinkums, dunkums, little gray billy-goat.
Big gray wolves came stalking, a-s talking*
Dinkums, dunkums, little gray billy-goat.
All that was found was his hoofs and his horns,
Dinkums, dunkums, little gray billy-goat.
Grandmother sits by the stove and mourns,
Dinkums, dunkums, little gray billy-goat.
--- Russian Polk Song
The Two Dogs (26)
Two little dogs
Sat by the fire.
Beside a scuttle of coal-dust;
Said one little dog
To the other little dog,
ttIf you don't talk, why I must.”
Old Rime
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pFireflies (26)
I wonder if the fireflies
Are baby stars that fall.
And come to make the lonely earth
A friendly little call*
Helen Virginia Prey
Fairies (1)
Fairies are my friends*
Once I found one in my front yard*
He was a funny little fellow*
He frowned when I found him*
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GTo Market, To Market (26)
To market, to market, to buy a fat pig.
Home again, home again, jiggety-Jig;
To market, to market, to buy a fat hog.
Home again, home again, jiggety-jog;
To market, to market, to buy a plum bun.
Home again, home again, market is done,
-
— Mother Goose
Little Girl, Little Girl (26)
"Little girl, little girl, where have you been?"
"Gathering roses to give to the Queen,"
"Little girl, little girl, what gave she you?"
"She gave me a diamond as big as my shoe,"
— Mother Goose
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I had a little hobby horse.
His name was Tommy Gray,
His head was made of peas straw.
His body made of hay;
I saddled him and bridled him.
And rode him up to town.
There came a little puff of wind
And blew him up and down*
Nursery Rhyme
The Blacksmith (26)
The blacksmith hammers the whole day long.
His hammer is heavy, but his arm is strong.
Here comes a horse what will blacksmith do?
He will hammer out a strong iron shoe.
Old English Song
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JJack, Be Nimble (26)
Jack, be nimble.
Jack, be quick;
Jack, Jump over
The candlestick!
Mother Goose
Mr, Jumping Jack (26)
Mr, Jumping Jack is a very funny man.
He Jumps and Jumps as fast as he can.
His arms fly out, his feet fly too,
"Mr. Jumping Jack, How do you do?"
Unknown.
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LLittle Wind (26)
Little wind, blow on the hilltop;
Little wind, blow down the plain;
Little wind, blow up the sunshine;
Little wind, blow off the rain*
Kate Greenwway
The Lonely Gddfish (26)
I have a goldfish in a bowl
A lonely little fellow.
With nothing in the world to do
But stay there, and be yellow,
—
-
Alicia Aspinwall
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MA Humming Bee (26)
One morning In the garden
I heard a humming bee;
I sat awhile and listened
While he hummed songs to me*
He hummed about the blue sky
That stretches overhead.
He hummed about the fountains
And what the fishes said*
He hummed about the nectar
That makes the honey sweet.
And of the flowers nodding ---
Then hummed off down the street
l
Wilhemina Seegmiller
My Top and I (1)
My top is humming a happy song.
It hums and hums the whole day long:
M-m-m, M-m-m, M-m-m.
It dances in a merry ring;
Its music makes me want to sing:
M-m-m, M-m-m, M-m-m.
(continued on next page)
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I like the merry humming song
It*
s
spinning as it moves along:
M-m-m, M-m-m, M-m-m.
Now it*s stopped; its humming done.
My top and I have lots of fun
l
M-m-m, M-m-m, M-m-m.
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NNanny is My Nurse (1)
Nanny is my nurse’s name,
She’s very, very good.
If I behave the best I can.
As all nice children should,
Nanny is the nicest nurse.
She’s never, never cross
Except when I am naughty
Then Nanny shows who’s boss,
November (26)
No shade, no shine.
No butterflies, no bees.
No fruits, nc flowers.
No leaves, no birds,
Novemberl
Unknown.
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pPeter, Peter (26)
Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater.
Had a wife and couldn 1 t keep her.
He put her in a pumpkin shell.
And there he kept her very well.
Mother Goose
Company (26)
We hid up on the landing
near the top of the stairs,
and peeped through the railihg
at people in their chairs.
We saw the tops of noses,
the tops of lips and cheeks,
and how a chin goes choppy
when anybody speaks.
We saw the tops of eyebrows,
and heads without a hat ...
it*s funny to see people
from the top-of- them, like that.
— Aileen Fisher
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RRain (26)
The rain is raining all around.
It falls on field and tree.
It rains on the umbrellas here.
And on the ships at sea.
Robert Louis Stevenson
Little Robin Redbreast (26)
Little Robin Redbreast sat upon a tree.
Up went pussy cat, down flew he.
Down came pussy cat.
Away Robin ran
Says little Robin Recbreast,
"Catch me if you can. w
— Unknown
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sA Message (26)
I am sure that Spring is here,
1*11 tell you how I know;
The gayest little robin
Sweetly told me so.
He stood upon my window sill
And sang his song to me:
"Spring is here," he said to me.
As plainly as could be.
Maud M. Goetting
Brooms (26)
On stormy days
When the wind is high
Tall trees are brooms
Sweeping the sky.
They swish their branches
In buckets of rain.
And swash and sweep it
Blue again.
—
- Dorothy Aldis
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TThe Clock (26)
Tick, tock, tick, tock.
Merrily sings the clock;
It's time for work,
It»s time for play.
So it sings throughout the day.
Tick, tock, tick, tock.
Merrily sings the clock,
Unknown
Night Blessing (26)
Good night.
Sleep tight.
Wake up bring
In the morning light
To do what*s right
With all your might.
Old Saying
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VI Have a Doll (26)
I have a doll, I have a book,
I have a big white ball;
I have a ring, I have a toy,
I have a place for all*
I have a gun, I have a dog,
I have a rubber ball,
I have a train, I have a wheel.
1*111 glad I have them all.
Unknown
Hiding (26)
I have a cave of grapevines
With walls of rustling leaves.
With willow branches for a roof
And ivy vines for eaves.
I have a private place there
Behind a leafy screen
Where I can watch the people pass
And never once be seen.
Aileen Fisher
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wThe Wonderful World (26)
Great, wide, beautiful, wonderful world.
With the wonderful water round you curled.
And the wonderful grass upon your breast —
-
Worldl You are beautifully dressedl
The wonderful air is over me
And the wonderful wind is shaking the tree.
It walks on the water, and whirls the mills.
And talks to itself on the tops of the hills*
-
— William Brightly Rands*
The Clouds (26)
White sheep, white sheep.
On a blue hill.
When the wind stops.
You all stand still.
You walk far away.
When the winds blow;
White sheep, white sheep.
Where do you go?
—
-
Christina G. Rossetti
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PART II
Weeks 17 - 19
Initial and Ending Consonants
Purpose: Accuracy in auditory recognition of consonants
1. Be sure each child can name the initial or
ending consonant of any word he hears.
2. Check and drill each pupil individually
3. Acquire 100$ accuracy
Note: Words are selected from Gates Vocabulary (12) with
the exception of w j n words and ”v n words of which
there were not enough.
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Sample Lesson
Weeks 17 - 19
Development
1, ”1 will say three words. You guess the first
letter”. (See drills 17 - 19)
a. Give every pupil practise with at least
three different letters.
b. Check entire list with at least five pupils
daily,
c. Use each group of words in the following
lessons
•
2, ”1 will say three words. You guess three more
that have the same first letter”.
a. Use the same group of words as for the
previous exercise.
b. Teacher list on the blackboard as children
volunteer.
c. Proceed through complete set of words.
3, ”1 will say one word. See if you can guess the
first letter.”
a. Dictate any 20 words from your own Basic
Reading Vocabulary.
Summary
1. List four different consonants, one in each of
four columns.
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2. As their Seat work, have pupils find five
words in Basic Vocabulary that will have the
same initial consonant that is listed as:
c R M S
call ran made said
came read make saw
can red may sing
carry ride me same
cold right my stop
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Group of Words to use in checking
Pupil Progress in Learning of
Initial and Ending Consonants
Weeks 17 - 19
Use as directed in Sample Lesson
ei -
.
Week 17
baby cake
Monday
daddy face
back call danger fall
bad came day fun
game had jacket late
garden hair jack-o-lantern lay
gate hand jail leaf
made name paint rabbit
make near pan ran
mamma nest papa rain
said table valentine walk
Santa tail vegetable well
sat take velvet want
3 0£'l
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Week 17
bag can
Tuesday
dear far
ball candy did farm
balloon cap dig farmer
gave hard jam leg
get has janitor left
give bet January let
man never party rat
many new peep read
may next people ready
saw talk very warm
say teacher vest was
school tell village watch
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Week 17
Wednesday
bark car dinner fast
barn carry dish f athei
bath cat do feel
give have jar lettei
glad hay jelly like
go he joke lion
me noise pet red
me at nose picnic rest
man not picture ride
scissors tin vine water
sea tie violet way
seat time visit we
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Week 17
Thursday
be clean does felt
bear climb dog fell
beautiful clock doll fill
goat head jolly little
goes hear jonquil live
going heard journey long
met night pie right
mew nine Pig ring
mice no place road
see tiny voice went
seed to vacant were
set today vaccine wet

Week 17
Friday
because color dolly find
bed come done fine
bee cook don’
t
fire
gold help joy look
good hen judge lost
got her juice love
milk now plant robin
miss nut play roll
money nail please ro om
seven together vain when
ring told voted where
sis ter too valise which
r
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Week 18
Monday
been cookie door first
before corn down fish
began could draw five
grandma here July lunch
grandpa hid jump lady
gross hide June lake
monkey naughty pony roos t<
moon neat pretty rope
morning neck pull round
sit took valve white
six top van who
sky town vane why
fl ?L99 7
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Week 18
begin count
Tuesday
dress flag
bell cow drink floor
best cradle dream flower
great hill jungle lamb
green him just lamp
grew his jeep land
mother need pussy race
mouse needle put radio
mouth news page rake
sled toy vanilla will
sleep train vanish wind
small tree varnish window
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Week 18
Wednesday
better crayon dry fly
big cry duck food
bird cut dad foot
ground hit job lap
grow hold jangle large
guess hole Japan last
Mr. nibble pail reach
Mrs. nice pancake redbreast
much nickel paper reindeer
snow try vase winter
so turn vast wish
soft two vault with
xn •t ^ :ted
bocl If'IO
£>mjo*x3
aar:^I
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Week 18
Thursday
birdie cage daisy flag
birthday calf dance floor
black camp dark flower
garage home jaunt laugh
gas hop jaw lawn
guess ' horn jerk leaf
must nightgown parade rernemb i
my north park ribbon
myself nothing pass risk
some tag venison wolf
song tall verb woman
soon tap verse wood

Week 18
Friday
blue candle daughter fiy
bluebird can’
t
dead food
boat card deep foot
gift horse Jersey learn
glass hot jewel leave
God house John led
mail nap pat river
march nearly paw rock
mark none pay roof
stand teeth valley work
star telephone volcano would
start tick volt wag
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Week 19
Monday
Initial Consonant
book care deer
both carrot den
bow cart desk
gone how jade
goose hungry Jack
grad© hurt James
moo narrow pencil
more net penny
most notice piano
stay tiger volume
stick tight volunteer
stocking till vouch
for
fork
found
lesson
lettuce
lie
rose
row
rub
wait
wake
wash
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Week 19
Monday-
Final Consonant
cab duck bed shelf
nab luck fed elf
tab tuck red self
bag bell ham ran
say- tell Sam can
tag fell ram man
cap car less cat
sap bar mess rat
lap far Bess fat

Week 19
Tuesday
Initial Consonant
box catch die four
boy caught dirt fox
bread clothes dirty friend
grape half joke lesson
gray hall jilt let'
s
gruff hammer jig lettuce
meadow neighbor peanut rug
meal neither pear rule
mean newspaper pen run
stop tired vow wave
store toe vowel wear
story tomorrow voyage web
aaJj dIo
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Week 19
Tuesday
Final Consonant
rob beak dead reef
Bob leak bread beef
mob weak bead deaf
leg will hem hen
beg fill them ten
peg mill gem pen
hip her boss rut
lip fur loss cut
grip stir cross shut

Y;eek 19
Wednesday
Initial Consonant
bright coal divide from
bring cocoa doctor full
broom coming dollar fun
gay happy joint lie
given held joke lift
gl oves hello jolly light
meet New York pencil rice
middle nobody penny riddle
might nod piano ripe
sack tonight vulture week
safe tool vulgar well
sailor tooth vitamin west

Week 19
Wednesday
Pinal Consonant
rub deck rod stiff
cub neck cod cliff
hub peck sod if
Pig full ream pin
dig ball team tin
wig call seam win
hop hear bus hit
mop near fuss fit
pop fear muss bit
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Week 19
Thursday
Initial Consonant
brother cool donkey fair
brown corner drive family
but cough dare fat
golden herself Jonah lily
goldfish high jonquil line
greedy himself Joseph lip
smile none pick rag
mill noon piece raise
mine nor pigeon rap
summer tulip vigoro wide
sun turkey vitamin wife
sunshine turtle vital wigwam
Jnerfcto'ici
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Week 19
Thursday
Final Consonant
rub honk led leaf
tub mark md roof
web music need himself
log sail plum mean
bag meal harm pin
dig nail jam queen
hoop hour gas gift
shop poor miss hurt
soup river is meet
a el. t
al
Week 19
Friday
Initial Consonant
butter country date fear
buy cover dot feather
banana cracker double feed
greet hoop jot listen
grin hug jounce loaf
grocer hunt ljuicy log
minute number pin rather
miss nurse pink real
mitten napkin plate reason
save tale viscious win
season tame viper wing
secret tar violin wi thout
bee"i *ie^ofi:o
,
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Week 19
Friday
Final Consonant
job neck sad loaf
crab pink weed herself
scrub quick yard yourself
dog kill seem mitten
Pig pencil swim pumpkin
big nickel whom ribbon
soup ear glass most
step for us neat
tap hair yes point
£11
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PART III
Weeks 20 - 28
Vowels - Short and Long
Purpose
:
1* Application of sight and sound recognition to
word building, recognition and usage.
2. Development of ability to recognize new words.
3. Development of ability to make new words.
<
Weeks 20 - 28
Sample Lesson
Development
A. General directions
1* Have vowel families (short and long)
exhibited in room, as on
a. easel
b. blackboard
c. bulletin board (See "Material
s
"
)
2. Application to Basic Vocabulary work
(See "Summary" of this lesson.
a. When developing the daily vasic
vocabulary, use at least four words
from which to develop four new words
phonetically. This provides constant
practise as well as application of
consonants learned, to the daily
vocabulary. (This should bring about
a more thorough realization that the
study of letters is useful.)
B. Specific directions
1. Say: "Look at the board. (Teacher point
to chart of phonograms). All these (at,
ad, ag, an, ap etc.) are little pieces.
We can use these ^little pieces 1 to make
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many, many words. If we practise them
over and over it will help us to do
(1) good reading, (2) good spelling
(3) good language.”
2. Now say: "’C-a-t 1 spells f cat». Let^
change it to say: fat, mat, hat, rat, bat.”
Write them on the board as the pupils
spell them.
3. Proceed with the other phonograms in
exactly the same procedure (see Materials;
Chart of Fhonograms
.
)
II. Summary
A. Application to Basic Vocabulary work.
1. Select four words from your own Basic
Reading Vocabulary.
2. Say: ”From our reading lesson, how was this
word spelled: ’Cold’ 7 Put it at the top
of your first column. (Teacher write this
on board in the first column.)
a. I shall say five words that sound
just like it at the end. We just
change the first letter and make the
word say bold - cold- gold - sold -
hold.”
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b. MHow do you spell ’get*? Put it at
the top of the second column, (Teacher
does it on blackboard.) See if you
can change the first letter and make
the words say ’let’, ’pet’, ’set’,
’met’, ’wet’.”
c. MHow do you spell ’tell’? Put it at
the top of the third column. (Teacher
does it on blackboard). See if you
can change the first letter and make
the words say ’bell’, ’fell’, ’sell’,
’ well
’
,
’ dell ’
.
n
d. "How do you spell ’ball*. Put it at
the top of the fourth column. (Teacher
does it on blackboard.) See if you
can change the first letter and make
the words say ’fall’, ’tali’, ’hall’,
’ call
’ ,
’ gall’
.
n
B. Sample Seatwork paper: (Words at top indicate
Basic vocabulary)
cold get tell ball
bold let bell fall
fold met fell call
gold pet sell tall
sold set well hall
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C. Friday -- Written check based upon phonograms
studied during the week. Teacher dictates the
word, pupils write it.
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Short and Long Vowel Words
1. These are based upon the chart outlined in "materials".
2. There are five words listed to illustrate and provide
practise with each phonogram
a. fewer words do not provide sufficient repetition
b. more words are too confusing
3* Ability to hear and see letters in relation to each
other is the main purpose. At no time is any attempt
made to establish these words for flash recognition
as acquired in Basic Vocabulary drills.
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Week 20
Monday
cat man bafe cab
fat ran rag dab
sat fan tag gab
mat can sag jab
hat ban lag tab
Tuesday
bad ram cap rack
sad Sam rap sack
lad dam tap tack
fad ham sap back
had jam lap lack
Wednesday
rash bang hand camp
sash hang sand lamp
dash sang band damp
hash gang land ramp
mash pang stand cramp
C
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Thursday
cat Jack man bad
rat sack can lad
sat tack ran sad
pat rack fan had
mat back ban dad
Friday - Written Check
man fat bag had
ran hat lag bad
can mat tag sad
fan pat rag lad
ban sat lag mad
neo
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Week 21
Monday
get bed hen beg
let led den peg
set red ten leg
met fed men keg
wet Ted pen dreg
Tue sday
hem best dead dent
gem test head lent
stem lest lead sent
them pest read tent
flem rest bread rent
Wednesday
bell bend Bess deck
fell lend less neck
tell mend mess peck
sell send Tess wreck
well tend dress check
bo*x
Thursday
pet bed best bell
get red nest fell
giet fed rest tell
set led pest well
let Ted chest jello
Friday - Written Check
red bell hen pet
led fell men let
fed tell ten met
bed well den get
Ted sell pen set

Week 22
him bid
rim did
Tim hid
Jim lid
dim kid
sit hip
wit lip
hit sip
fit nip
mit rip
lift dish
rift wish
sift fish
shift swish
drift
Monday
Pig bin
big tin
dig sin
fig fin
wig win
Tuesday
hill sink
mill mink
will pink
fill wink
bill link
Wednesday
sick ring
pick sing
lick king
tick ding
wick wing
„Bbnc <1
nJt'i
blrl
an bli
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Thursday
Pig fit will sick
dig sit fill tick
wig hit hill wick
fig wit mill Dick
gig bit pill Stic]
Friday - Written Check
fill hit sick sin
mill mi t pick win
bill bit lick tin
will fit wick bin
sill sit Dick din

Week 23
rob log
Monday
not mop
cob bog hot pop
Bob hog rot cop
fob cog pot hop
mob dog got top
rod rock
Tuesday
boss gong
cod sock loss dong
God dock moss bong
hod hock toss wrong
sod mock cross tong
look dog
Wednesday
not hop
hook log hot mop
took cog got cop
book bog pot Pop
shook hog spot top
<•
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Thursday
rock top not dog
lock pop hot log
sock hop rot fog
dock stop got bog
hock mop lot hog
Friday - Written Check
lot bog cop rock
not cog hop lock
hot log mop mock
got hog pop dock
rot dog stop tock
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Week 24
gun rut
run but
fun hut
bun nut
sun jut
cup duck
sup suck
pup luck
supper tuck
buck
funny jump
run dump
sun lump
gun pump
bun stump
Monday
rub gum
cub bum
hub hum
tub mum
club drum
Tuesday
rust cull
dust dull
must bull
bust hull
gust mull
Wednesday
but duck
hut suck
rut cluck
nut stuck
jut luck
•^afcnoM
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must run
rust fun
bust sun
lust bun
dust stun
run but
sun hut
fun jut
gun rut
bun nut
Thursday
duck but
luck hut
tuck rut
such shut
stuck jut
Friday - Written Check
jump duck
lump luck
hump tuck
bump buck
dump huck
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Week 25
Monday
day make pale pain
lay bake sale lain
say sake hale rain
may lake dale grain
way rake stale stain
Tuesday
rage same made bail
sage lame fade fail
page tame wade hail
stage came jade jail
cage dame grade mail
Wednesday
bare gave pane date
care pave Jane late
dare wave lane fate
fare Dave mane hate
hare rave sane mate
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Thursday
Jane birthday came make
lane lay same lake
pane say lame wake
sane may fame sake
fane way game take
Friday - Written Check
day face make rain
lay lace bake pain
say race lake gain
may pace sake fain
way mace rake main
v
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Week 26
deal beat
heal heat
peal seat
seal feat
meal cheat
beam dear
ream fear
seam gear
team hear
cream near
sheet cheer
greet deer
beet peer
feet bear
meet steer
Monday
meek deed
peek feed
seek heed
week need
check speed
Tuesday
bead beak
read leak
lead weak
mead sneak
knead speak
Wednesday
feel bean
heel lean
peel wean
steel mean
kneel dean
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Thursday
he meal dear feet
me seal hear beet
she peal rear peet
we real fear sheet
be deal gear greet
Friday - Written Check
meat hear deep meal
heat rear keep seal
beat fear peep heal
seat gear jeep peal
neat near weep deal
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Week 27
Monday
dine bide dire mile
line ride fire pile
wine hide hire tile
pine side mire file
mine tide tire smile
dice dive
Tuesday
bite dike
rice five mite like
mice hive site Mike
nice live trite pike
lice drive smite spike
ripe dine
Wednesday
bind night
pipe line find light
wipe fine bind sight
gripe pine mind right
snipe line wind might
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Thursday
find ride line night
bind side fine right
mind hide mine sight
bind bide dine light
blind tide pine might
Friday - Written Check
dine nice mile ride
line rice tile hide
pine mice file bide
nine dice pile tide
mine lice smile wide
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Week 28
Monday
bow bore hope bone
low core dope hone
mow tore mope tone
row fore rope none
sow more lope lone
Tuesday
joke rode dole dote
woke mode hole note
poke bode mole rote
yoke lode pole wrote
spoke node stole smote
Wednesday
nose bold boat boll
pose hold coat foil
rose gold goat coll
hose sold moat toll
those told gloat soil
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Thursday
boat hope mold low
moat rope gild row
goat mope fold sow
float cope sold blow
coat lope hold grow
Friday - Written Check
low hold bone boil
row gold tone coil
bow fold lone foil
sow sold tone toil
mow mold none soil
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Part III, Continued
Weeks 29 - 38
Dolch List

Sample Lesson
Weeks 29 - 38
Development
A. Explanation to children*
,f There are doctors who fix our sore spots,
doctors who fix our teeth, doctors who help our
eyes and ears, and doctors who help sick animals*
There are even doctors, too, who help people to
read better*
Some of these doctors try one way, some
doctors try another* But there is one doctor (7)
who looked at all the different ways, at all the
different words, and after all his searching he
thinks all girls and boys in Grade One should
know some very special words. There are 220 of
them in all. If we are to read well, write well,
speak well, we should know these 220 words
perfectly.
For the next ten weeks then, we will talk
about just these words. W©'11 study them, learn
them, think them and see if we can learn how to
spell every single one.*
B. Specific directions*
1. Select four words to study each day.
2. Spell four more that have the same ending.
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3. Use these for their writing lessons.
C. Comments in development.
1. ’’The first word the man thinks we should
know is ’about’.” Spell ’shout’, ’pout’,
’gout’, ’Snout’.
a. list these as the children spell
them.
b. have three pupils try to spell these
different words.
2. ’’The second ward is ’am’, etc.” Proceed
daily through the entire list in the same
manner. See next page for daily words to
develop.
II. Summary
A. Use these words for their writing lesson.
B. Test each Friday.
Tests are listed together at the end of
Part III - Weeks 29 - 38.
Note: All words in parentheses are from the Dolch List.
It will be noted that in some instances there are
words to which no others are closely related --
such as the word ”are”. Teach these by ear, hearing
it, using each word in five different sentences.
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Week 29
Monday
( about
)
(am) (all) (away
shout ham hall say
pout Sam ball way
gout dam fall gay
snout jam call lay
Tuesday
( after) ( ate
)
(an) ( and)
(any) late man land
(as) mate fan sand
( are
)
rate pan band
( ask) Kate ban hand
Wednesday
(always) (again) (at) ( around
)
way rain fat found
day pain rat sound
say stain pat round
lay brain bat pound
('
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Thursday
(he) (before) (best)
me more lest
we tore nest
he sore test
she bore west
(better)
let
get
met
wet

Week 50
Monday
(big) (black) (blue
)
(both)
Pig sack black this
wig rack blow that
dig tack blame they
fig back bleed then
Tuesday
(bring) (brown) (but
)
(by)
sing bride hut my
ring brow rut shy
king brain shut why
wing brake jut sly
Wednesday
(call) ( came
)
( can) (clean)
fall same ran mean
ball lame pan bean
tall dame man dean
hall fame Dan wean
Thursday
( cold) ( c ome (could) ( cut)
mold some would rut
sold should but
gold hut
fold shut
: \ i-'L
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Week 31
Monday
(did) (do) ( down) (draw)
hid to clbwn law
lid frown saw
rid gown jaw
skid town paw
Tuesday
(drink) (eat) (face
)
(far)
link neat race car
/
sink meat lace bar
pink seat pace tar
mink heat space star
Wednesday
(fast) (find) (been) (dent)
last mind (buy) (every)
mast bind (carry) (eight)
cast hind ( does (first)
blast wind ( done (five)
Thursday
(fly) (found) (from) (full)
flag mound fry pull
flat round fresh bull
flash sound freeze dull
flea ground freight cull
I* T;
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Week 32
Monday
(funny) ( gave
)
(get) (give)
run shave let live
sun slave set dive
gun stave wet live
fun rave pet chives
Tuesday
(go) (got) (green) ( grow
)
no not grass low
so hot grow sow
goes rot gray blow
going spot grip snow
Wednesday
(had) (has
)
(he) (here
lad (have
)
me where
mad (for) we there
fad (four be near
bad (help) she rear
Thursday
(him) (hold) (hot) (how)
rim mold not now
dim gold got brow
Tim fold lot prow
Jim sold pot plow
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Week 33
Monday
(hurt) (in) ( into) (it)
fur pin to bit
cur tin do wit
bur win mit
purr bin pit
Tuesday
(just) (jump) (keep) (kind)
lust lump deep mind
must pump peep hind
rust dump steep rind
dust clump sleep find
Wednesday
( know) (her) (let) (light)
row (his) met right
bow (if) wet might
low (is) get sight
bl ow (laugh) set bright
Thursday
(like) (little) (live) (long)
dike hit dive song
bike wit hive gong
spike fit strive wrong
strike mi t chive prong
(;.r ’ )
q if
vroi
ai eTirriT
(evil)
Week 34
Monday
(look) (made
)
(make
)
(many)
book fade lake man
hook wade sake ran
took bade wake fan
crook shade rake ban
Tuesday
(may) (me) (much) (must)
ray he chat rust
my be chum bust
lay she cheese lust
d£y we chain crust
Wednesday
(my) (new) (no) (not)
by few so got
shy dew go hot
sly pew rot
dry grew lot
Thursday
(now) (old) (myself) ( open)
bow bold (never) ten
row sold (of) men
mow gold (off) den
how fold (on) pen
•
Week 35
' Monday
( see) (seven) (shall) ( she
)
bee ten she me
lee men sheep we
flee den shop he
she pen shell be
Tuesday
( show
)
(sing) (sit) ( sleep)
low ring wit deep
row king fit peep
sow wing hit weep
mow bring pit sheep
Wednesday
( small) (so) ( some) ( soon)
fall no come noon
ball go moon
call know spoon
tall croon
Thursday
(start) ( stop) ( take) ( tell)
part hop wake well
dart mop lake fell
tart cop sake sell
chart pop bake bell
noono
9rfe
Week 36
Monday
(once
)
(out) (over) ( own)
( one
)
bout (pull) mown
( only shout (put) grown
(or) gout flown
(our) pout shown
Tuesday
(pick) (play) (please
)
(pretty)
sick day play praise
Dick way plain pram
wick say pleat pray
stick lay plow preach
V/ednesday
(ran) (red) (ride
)
(right)
man fed side sight
fan bed hide bright
ban led bride fright
can Ned slide light
Thursday
(round) (run) ( said) (saw)
sound fun (read) law
found gun (live paw
bound sun (six) gnaw
hound bun (was) draw

Week 37
Monday
( ten) ( thank) ( that
)
( the
)
men rank sat (this)
den sank mat then
pen bank pat there
when crank rat ( that)
Tuesdqr
( then
)
( them) ( their) ( three)
hen hem ( these
)
see
ten stem ( thos e me
men gem ( they she
den flem ( there be
Wednesday
( think
)
today together to
rink day this too
sink lay that two
mink say then do
drink may them
Thursday
(under) (upon) (us) (walk)
run cup (use
)
talk
fun sup (very) balk
sun pup (want chalk
bun up (warm) stalk
(iirrfiYr)
Week 38
Monday
(wash) (we) (well) (went
)
dash me fell dent
flash he sell tent
sash be bell sent
crash she tell lent
Tuesday
(where) (what
)
( whi te
)
( when
there ( whi te
)
bite hen
(were
)
( when light ten
(why) (which) night men
work (who) sight den
Wednesday
(will) (wish) (with) (would
)
fill dish that could
till fish then should
mill swish them
pill there
Thursday
(write
)
(yellow) (yellow) (yes)
bite sell row j you)
sight well sow (yours)
ri ght fell low your
light tell slow flour
85 -Jcg"
ov)
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TESTS
Friday, Week 29
about am an away
after ate at and
always again an around
be all best better
Friday, Week 50
big black blue both
bring brown but by
call came can clean
cold come could cut
Friday, Week 31
did do down draw
drink eat face for
fast find been don* t
fiy found from full
Friday, Week 32
funny gave get give
go got green grow
had has he here
him hold hot how
2T3&T
TroK lt~-
t
’
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Friday, Week 33
hurt in into it
just jump keep kind
know her let light
like little live long
Friday, Week 34
look made make many
may me much must
my new no not
now old myself open
Friday, Week 35
see seven shall she
show sing sit sleep
small so some soon
start stop take till
Friday, Week 36
our out over own
pick play please right
ran red ride pretty
round run was saw
« : o •:
•'*
Friday, Week 37
ten thank
then them
think today
under upon
Friday
wash we
were when
will who
write well
that this
those three
they do
us walk
Week 38
wish went
with when
yellow would
yes you
1.
Writer Tests

TESTS
1-8
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
AND
PRACTISE EXERCISES

Writer Tests
Purpose: These tests were designed in an effort to
provide a means of checking the visual and
auditory discriminatory attainment of the pupils
at the end of this period of training. In other
words: How well were the pupils now able to see
and hear spoken or written expression?
The tests were planned as follows:
I. Visual recognition
Test 1 Time 5 min. Possible Score 30
Test 2 Time 5 min. Possible Score 20
Test 3 Time 10 min. Possible Score 20
II. Visual - Auditory recognition
Test 4 Time 10 min. Possible Score 20
Test 5 Time 10 min. Possible Score 20
III. Application of visual-audi tory recognition
Test 6 Time 5 min. Possible Score 10
Test 7 Time 15 min. Possible Score 60
Test 8 Time 10 min. Possible Score 20
Note: Administer the tests in two periods.
Period 1 - Tests 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Period 2 - Tests 6, 7, 8.
Both the tests and the directions for administering them
appear on the following pages.
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Practise Exercises
Test 1.
In the first test there are pairs of letters
something like this. (Put these on blackboard)
m - n p - p
r - r p - o
a. Let f s look at the first pair. (Pronounce them
as you point), m - n.
1. Are they the same?
2. No. So we leave them alone.
b. Look at the next pair. (Pronounce them as you
point) . r - r
1. Are they the same?
2. Yes. So we put a ring around them, ( r - r
c. Look at the next pair. (Pronounce them as you
point. p - p
1. Are they the same?
2. Yes, so we put a ring around them.
d. Look at the last pair. (Prounce them as you
point)
.
1. Are they the same?
2. No, so we leave them alone.
Every time a pair is the same, put a ring around them.
If they are different, leave them alone.
Look at your test. Do them the best you know how.
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Test 2
1, In the second test there are pairs of words something
like this.
run - ran
boy - toy
make - my
a. Let T s look at the first pair. (Pronounce them
as you point)
•
1. Do they have the same first letter?
2. Yes, so we will draw a line under this pair.
b. Let’s look at the second pair. (Pronounce them
as you point)
.
1. Do they have the same first letter?
2. No, so we leave them alone.
c. Let 1 s look at the third pair. (Pronounce them
as you point).
1. Do they have the same first letter?
2. Yes. So we’ll draw a line under this pair.
2. Every time a pair has the same first letter, put a line
under them. If they are different, leave them alone.
3.
Look at your test. Do them the best you know how
.
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Test 3
1. This time there are more words. The lines will look
like this:
how hurt come her
a. Look at the first letter every time.
b. Point to "how" and say, "What is the first
letter? (h). Point to "hurt" - ( h )
.
Point to
"come" - (c). Point to "her" - (h). "
c. What three words have the same first letter?
d. We* 11 cross out the one that does not belong
there
.
2. Look at every line in your test in just the same way.
Each time cross out the one that is different
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Test 4
Teacher says: "In this game I will say three words. If
they have the same letter in front put a ring around the
word ’yes’. If they are different, put a ring around the
word ’no’.
We will play it together first. ’go - give - gone’.
Do they all have the same letter in front? Yes, so we put
a ring around the word ’yes’. (Illustrate on blackboard).
Listen again: ’run - some - road’. Do they have
the same letter in front? No, so we put a ring around
the word ’no’.
When you get this paper, put your names at the
bottom. I will say three words. Listen to the letter in
front. If they are the same, put a ring around the word
’yes’. If they are different, put a ring around the word
’ no ’ .
"
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Test 4*
go help game came
good hen garden gate
gave here best gave
saw farm dinner did
say took dish get
see fast do dig
far gave hard do
fast get hand did
father girl has laugh
table coat talk down
tall came teacher cold
take ten tell color
walk better best help
wall made laugh gave
want big bell here
LLod
Test 5
1. We will do test five together.
The lines will look like this:
can go run
a. Listen to the v/ord I say. -- ’river’.
b. Does 'can* have the same first letter? No.
c. Does ’go’ have the same first letter? No.
d. Does ’run’ have the same first letter? Yes, so
we put a line right in under it.
2. In this next lesson, you watch every line.
a. I will say a word
b. You put a line under the word that has the same
first letter
;'
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Test 6
>
1 . Lesson S
run
ix looks like this:
fat
rut
dug
sun
pill
a. What letters are at the end?
b. Look at the row of words.
c. Spell the word that has the same letters
at the end? Is it fat? - no. Is it rut? - no.
Is it dug? - no. Is it sun? - ye§ .
b. Yes, ’sun* and »run» have the same letters at
the end, so we’ll draw a line from the word
all alone, to the word in the row which has the
same letters at the end.
2. On your own paper there are some other exercises just
like this. Draw a line from the word all alone to the
one in the row which has the same letters at the end.
3. Do as many as you can. If gou get stuck, do not wait,
go to the next.
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Test 7
1, In the last lesson, there are rows of words lie this:
can man fat ran
a. What is a special part (family) in the words?
can (an)
man ( an
)
fat (at)
ran (an)
b. What three words have a part that is just the
same?
c. Yes, ’can, man, ran' have a part which is just
the same, so we will put a line under them,
2, On your own paper, look at every line. Put a line
under the three words which have the same part,
3, Do as many as you can find. If you get stuck, do not
wait. Go to the next one.
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Test 8
Teacher says: "In this game I shall say a word. It
will be a word that you have seen many, many, many times
all the year. You are to spell the word on your paper.
Let *
3
try three words together. How do you spell:
’run’, ’go’, 'come’? (Teacher should write these on
the board a3 the children spell them.
)
When you get your paper (teacher passes Grade 1
paper to each pupil) put your name at the top. Then
fold it to make four parts. That will help to keep our
rows straight. We will write five words in each row".
Dictate the words and sentences as included in
Test 8.
Note: These words are common to several selected lists:
1. Durrell: Pre-primer Vocabulary
2. Dolch: 220 Word List
3. Gates: First Five Hundred Words
4. Thorndike: First Thousand
. Ayer: Spelling Scale - First 39 Words.5
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Test 8
me - Who will help me? me
we - We can run fast. we
he - He is my brother, he
she -She is my mother. she
see -See the pretty bird. see
is - The dog is running. is
in - The cat is in the house. in
it - Color it blue. it
to - Go out to play. to
go - I like to go to sleep. go
up - The bird is up high. up
my - Spot is my pet. my
can - He can play ball with us. can
big - Mary is a big girl. big
man - The man is tall. man
not - She is not coming now. not
red - The boat is red. red
will - He will come out to play. will
the - She threw the ball. the
you.- Can you run fast? you
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TESTS

TEST 1
Put a ring around a pair of letters if they
If they are different, leave them alone.
r - r m - m n
f - t
b - b
g - h
t - t
c - s
d-d
h - b
1-1
m - n
1 - h g
b - d p
c - c v
1 - j b
w - w h
n - r c
f - f v
g - c s
p - p n
are the same,
- h
- g
- d
- w
- P
- h
- r
- v
- s
- n
Time: 5 min.
Possible Score: 30
if - JB xr-M *X - tc
.
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TEST 2.
fc
Draw a line under each pair if they have the same first
w
letter. If they are different, leave them alone.
dear - bear not - now
see- some take - tell
look - house down - blue
me - many just - jump
bring - brown play - put
gave - get vine - was
man - new from - fun
small - his light - lift
can - soon rice - nice
has - had want - vase
Time: 5 min.
Possible Score: 20.
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TEST 3
In every row there are three words which have the
letter. Put a cross on the one that is different.
more morning most come
been door because black
going green lose good
meet matter milk nine
said soon sent noon
can catch sit cover
had hear rain home
not never need move
to house took today
baby day did dinner
toy jump Jane just
party door picture piece
was valentine vine vase
fell told field five
help lady lead leg
number rather real river
wagon weigh nice wet
news nine nobody road
middle now mix mountain
Time: 10 minutes
Possible Score: 20
..
~*r
TEST 4
1. Yes No 11. Yes No
2. Yes No 12. Yes No
3. Yes No 13. Yes No
4. Yes No 14. Yes No
5. Yes No 15. Yes No
6. Yes No 16. Yes No
7. Yes No 17. Yes No
8. Yes No 18. Yes No
9. Yes No 19. Yes No
10. Yes No 20. Yes No
.
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TEST 5.
I will say a word. Listen to the first letter. Put a ring
around the word that has the same first letter as the one
I say.
1 . hoy dog fun
2. day his cat
3. name new me
4. come saw ran
5. with vine brown
6. made good play
7. fair boy had
8. feel find one
9. pay for run
10. sent give want
11. take say her
12. tin same not
13. find mean did
14. last go has
15. jump give call
16. took hook look
17. ran can and
00
.
may pay say
19. rabbit bit habit
20. bark take come
Time : 10 min Possible Score: 20

TEST 6.
Draw a line from the word alone to the word which has
same ending part.
pat sin
sit ran
get rut ran Ben
pet fun
not now
the
peg
wig
bag dog
dug
rag
lamp
read
jump pig
long
lump
can
fit
sit did
off
red
heck
were
duck thank
then
bird
full
pull
not live
bed
hot
care
miss
bent own
head
went
if j U \t .. i. J i . r '.'
.
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Test 6, continued
toe let
bill book
will milk look mind
open rock
fall duck
Time : 5 min.
Possible Score: 10
t stsnl hoc ,8 J
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TEST 7
Draw a line under the three words in each row which have a
part which is the same.
1. big pig little dig
2. then after even ten
3. can man ran hen
4. gum some bum hum
5. not hot get got
6. again ran rain pain
7. run funny sun must
8
.
bed red led did
9. bell until tell well
10. city little first rabbit
11. another farm man ran
12 rub tub got cub
13. rock lock dock drink
14. pick sick child wick
15. cat that hat stay
16. but rut eight hut
17. get last met let
18. now how win bow
19. will mill hill bell
20. stop mop hop bag
Time: 15 min. Possible Score 60.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary and Conclusions
In this program an effort was made to construct
exercises and materials by means of which progress in
reading, spelling, and language could be promoted.
Over a period of five years, these exercises have
been tried in the writer’s classroom, a classroom which
in every instance has been predominatingly of foreign
extraction and of low intelligence. Guided by pupil
reactions, the exercises have been reworded, groups of
words have been reselected, pictures have been reorganized
to produce a minimum of confusion and a maximum of
attainment
,
Results as listed were obtained with a single class
in a 300 teacher school system; the locality has a nearby
highly industrialized area,
A control group of pupils adhered to a designated
’’reading system” as directed by local school authorities.
The experimental group of sixteen pupils used the pre-
scribed reading system also, but reduced the art period
and substituted these exercises for a period of fifteen
minutes daily.
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In this experiment, testing*, both standardized and
writer devised was in all cases objective. If one may be
guided by such measures of attainment, the writer is
heartened by the results her Phonic Program produced. Her
problem was (1) to select and organize a curriculum, (2)
to provide definite materials of instruction and thereby
(3) to suggest a method of teaching which would provide
for pupil learning. This, she has done.
In every situation, results are generally influenced
by innumerable factors. As in this experiment, a truly
equivalent group could not be secured since the school
system in which the final analysis was made provides for
homogeneous grouping. The nearest group that could be
obtained for a control element was a class whose median
I. Q. was 97.5 as compared with a median 87.75 for the
Experimental Group.
In the second instance^the school was afflicted by
intense epidemics of mumps, measles, whooping cough and
chicken pox. As a result, the Control group had an average
of 21.4 days per pupil absence, out of a possible 171,
^-Standardized Tests used were:
Pintner Cunningham Intelligence Test, World Book Co.
Boston, Mass. 1938
Primary Reading Test - Form A - A. G. Rectly, Houghton
Mifflan Company, New York, 1939.
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while the Experimental group had only 14,8 days per pupil
absence*
In the third place, the ’’system” used by the Control
group provides for (1) no spelling, (2) no written language
(3) no correlated penmanship. This, the writer feels, is a
definite handicap common to many ’’systems” when they are
used exclusively. This experiment has sought to indicate
that definite early training in these features leads to
improved reading, spelling, and language at present and
in the grades to follow.
In the fourth place, the Experimental group was
handicapped by having five teachers in the first three
months of school. (Illness forced the absence of their
original teacher, while subsequent substitutes failed to
remain for any extended period of time.) Briefly, on
November 26, when the writer came, to this room, the
Experimental group had a sight vocabulary of only seventeen
words. This in turn has meant that the Control Group had
approximately nine months to do what the Experimental
Group has accomplished in only six months.
In final and concise comparison, the scores are
as follows:
(see next page)
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Median I. Q.
G • A*
M. A.
Stand. Tests
Writer Tests
Spelling
Absence
Pgn. Extraction
Control Group
97.5
5.95 yrs.
5.5 yrs.
43.3
162.5
13.8 words
21.4 days
81.2#
Experimental Group
87.75
6.1 yrs.
5.5
yrs.
42.5
190.5
19.2 words
14.8 days
100 . 0#
This by no means offers conclusive evidence of the
value of this program. Rather it should be considered as
a reporting of the resultant progress made by am experimen-
tal Group of 16 pupils with whom these exercises were used,
as compared with a Control Group of pupils in the same
building which scrupulously adhered to a designated ’’reading
system”. Such a small group could produce no statistically
significant evidence. Therefore it should be repeated:
This is a program of exercises and materials which was used
with an Experimental Group to increase their ability to read,
write and spell. However, the obvious progress of the Con-
trol Group is at least an encouraging element which should
lead to further research, adjustment and replanning to
provide a program that will be an adequate and statistically
reliable factor in the improvement of
READING
SPELLING
LANGUAGE.
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